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Project Title:  2015 Personal Finance Institute  
 
Timeline:  Summer, 2015 (tentatively set for July 14, 15, and 16) 
 
Amount of Funds Requested:   $20,892 
 
Contact Name(s): Angie Shaffer, Northeast Community College; Pat Arneson, Wayne State College; Jennifer 
Davidson, Nebraska Council on Economic Education 
 
Contact(s) Information:  
 


 Angie Shaffer,  Northeast Community College, 801 E. Benjamin Ave., PO Box 469, Norfolk, NE 68702-
0469, 402-844-7297, angie@northeast.edu  


 Jennifer Davidson, Nebraska Council on Economic Education, Council Associate, 339 CBA, PO Box 
880404, Lincoln, NE 68588-0404, 402-472-2333, jdavidson@nebraskacouncil.org  


 Dr. Patricia Arneson, Wayne State College, BMIT Teacher Educator, 1111 Main Street, Gardner Hall 
206F, Wayne, NE 68787, 402-375-7255, paarnes1@wsc.edu 


 
Abstract of Proposal:   
 
Working in partnership with Northeast Community College (Northeast), the Nebraska Council on Economic 
Education at the University of NE-Lincoln and Wayne State College (WSC), a 3-credit graduate-level course on 
Personal Finance will be offered at the Norfolk Lifelong Learning Center at Northeast Community College for a 
minimum of 25 and maximum of 35 middle level, secondary, and/or postsecondary (2- or 4-year) instructors. 
Although the intended audience is business and social studies teachers, any teacher who teaches financial 
education may participate, i.e. math, family and consumer science teachers. 
 
Vision and Purpose:  
 


1. Secondary/Postsecondary Transitions—enhance curriculum alignment and expand the opportunity for 
dual-credit courses. Acquire the knowledge and resources needed to teach the College Personal 
Finance Management dual credit course that was developed in July 2011 through the standards 
revision process. This project is innovative because it will facilitate partnerships among secondary and 
postsecondary teachers as they prepare to offer dual credit and/or articulated courses in Personal 
Finance. 


2. Technical Skill Assessment—teachers receive a financial literacy certification. At the end of the training, 
teachers will take a financial education certification exam (W!se). This project is innovative because 
most Personal Finance or financial education teachers do not hold an industry certification.  


3. Professional Development—middle level, secondary and postsecondary teachers will be better 
prepared to teach personal finance/financial education. The course will conclude with online follow-up 
after the three-day institute that requires each participant to either develop or revise an existing 
Personal Finance course for implementation at their institution.  


4. Secondary courses will incorporate the appropriate new Social Studies standards and Business course 
standards.  The new Social Studies standards were approved by the State Board of Education in 
December 2012.  Secondary school districts are responsible for implementation.  The new Social 
Studies standards incorporate economics with a strand of very specific personal finance competencies. 



mailto:angie@northeast.edu
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Teachers who participate in this Institute, once funded, will be better equipped 
with content knowledge and resources. 


 
Needs Statement:  
 


Based on a survey completed in 2006, 299 schools out of 341 offered at least one financial education 
course at the high school level. “Making the Case for Financial Education K-12” report 
(http://www.education.ne.gov/BMIT/pdf/surveys/2006.pdf) was presented to the Nebraska State Board of 
Education on October 30, 2007. The report included a breakdown of financial education courses being 
offered by discipline as shown in Appendix B. A total of 1,147 financial education courses were offered to 
18,769 public and nonpublic students in 2006.  Appendix C identifies the schools that have high school 
graduation requirements in place. This report showed that in 2006 there were many Nebraska graduates 
who had NOT taken a financial education course and NO dual credit courses for Personal Finance existed.  


Because of the recent and continuing national economic crisis, more school districts were determined 
to make sure that every graduate receives an adequate financial education that will prepare them to make 
wise consumer decisions. Many of Nebraska’s school districts now require either Personal Finance and/or 
Economics for all high school graduates. In 2012, a fall BMIT workshop survey with 140 high school 
participating indicated that Personal Finance was offered in 122 high schools within the high school 
business departments but that Personal Finance met a high school graduation requirement for financial 
education in only 47 high schools (compared to 39 in 2010). In that same 2012 survey, Economics met a 
high school graduation requirement for financial education in 52 high schools (compared to 44 in 2010).  


In order to meet several of the Perkins Programs of Study requirements for the Business, Marketing 
and Management Career Cluster as well as the Human Sciences Career Cluster, schools need to provide a 
Personal Finance course. 


One way for schools to meet the Personal Finance/Economics strand of the high school Social Studies 
standards is to require all students to take a Personal Finance and/or Economics course. In 2013, a survey 
of schools attending the fall BMIT workshops resulted in 43 BMIT teachers indicating they had worked with 
their social studies department to see how the business department could help all students meet the new 
social studies standards for personal finance and economics. A total of 58 BMIT teachers indicated that 
process has not happened. There is a need to provide financial education professional development for 
both business and social studies teachers so that school districts can plan for the efficient delivery of the 
Social Studies standards.  


Nebraska needs to better prepare our teachers to develop Nebraska’s future business leaders to make 
sound economic decisions that will impact the citizens of Nebraska and the world. There is a need for 
more professional development to improve the teaching of Personal Finance and Economics in both our 
secondary and postsecondary institutions. 


Although Personal Finance courses have been in place in Nebraska for a long time, teachers need to 
update their courses to include the new knowledge and skill statements implemented through the 
Nebraska Career Education model. Business teachers also need to incorporate the new Social Studies 
standards into their Personal Finance courses. High schools wishing to offer dual credit courses need to 
spend time discussing how a secondary Personal Finance course that can be either articulated to 
community colleges or offered as dual credit at either 2- or 4-year colleges. 


The stakeholders who will be impacted by this professional development include: middle school 
teachers, secondary business teachers, secondary social studies teachers and postsecondary business 
instructors. Any teacher who is responsible for teaching financial education in their school district is also 
welcome to attend i.e. secondary math or family and consumer science teachers. Teachers completing 



http://www.education.ne.gov/BMIT/pdf/FinancialEducationStBoardReport12-6-06.pdf

http://www.education.ne.gov/BMIT/pdf/surveys/2006.pdf

http://www.education.ne.gov/BMIT/surveys.html

http://www.education.ne.gov/BMIT/surveys.html
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professional development will be better prepared to teach Personal Finance at the 
secondary level and/or teach a dual credit course in Personal Finance with dual credit being given either by 
a 2- or 4-year college. 


 
Goals and Objectives:   
 


A. Secondary/Postsecondary Transitions—enhance curriculum alignment and expand the opportunity 
for articulated and/or dual credit courses. Acquire knowledge and resources needed to teach the 
college level personal finance articulated credit and/or dual credit courses. 
A-1 : Facilitate the development of dual credit and/or articulated courses in Personal Finance 
among secondary and postsecondary teachers. 


B. Technical Skill Assessment—teachers receive a financial literacy certification.  
B-1: At the end of the training, teachers will take the W!se certification exam. Teachers will be 
given the opportunity to use a similar W!se certification with their respective students. 


C. Professional Development—middle level, secondary and postsecondary teachers will be better 
prepared to teach personal finance/financial education/economics.  
C-1: The course will conclude with online follow-up after the three-day institute that requires each 
participant to either develop or revise an existing Personal Finance course for implementation at 
their institution. The new secondary course will embed the appropriate Social Studies standards. 
C-2: Provide mileage stipends to teachers who travel more than 60 miles one way to participate. 
C-3: Provide onsite break/meal expenses throughout the Institute. 
C-4: Hire Sherry Roberts and Mike Casey to provide the training and provide for their traveling 
expenses. Roberts and Casey presented at the 2010 and 2012 Institutes. Roberts taught business 
education 14 years at the secondary level and teaches at Middle Tennessee State University. Casey 
is a Professor of Finance and Chair of the Economics, Finance, Insurance and Risk Management 
Department at the University of Central Arkansas. Roberts and Casey authored the Personal 
Finance book by Pearson Publishing Company that has been used as the course’s textbook, which is 
written to provide the foundational skills needed to pass the W!se certification exam. 


 
Impact on Career and Technical Education:  
 


1. Over 500 students will be impacted if 25 teachers participate in the Personal Finance Institute. 
2. Students could be assessed and held accountable for the Personal Finance essential learnings. Once 


the teacher has received his/her W!se certification, the teacher could better prepare his/her students 
to take the financial literacy certification test. Following testing, the teacher receives a detailed report 
from W!se that indicates areas of strength or weakness. This feedback can be used to help the teacher 
improve instruction. 


3. If a school decides to offer the College Personal Financial Management course, students would be 
evaluated through the knowledge and skills statements incorporated into that course. 


4. This project is relevant to the Nebraska Career Field Model and/or Workforce Development because 
teachers will receive industry certification and their students will be better prepared to enter the 
workforce as knowledgeable and responsible consumers. Participants will be better prepared to teach 
middle, high school and/or postsecondary curriculum for financial education that is a strand that cuts 
through all 16 career clusters of the NCE model. 


5. Personal Finance incorporates a significant of mathematics. Students are expected to be able to 
compute interest, understand compounding interest, calculate the costs of loans, understand short- 
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and long-term investments and taxes, and make wise decisions when purchasing 
real estate. Many basic math skills are incorporated through the course and provide real-world 
applications that reinforce core academics. 


6. Personal Finance incorporates many of the Social Studies standards. If a school district offers a 
semester course in Personal Finance, students completing that course would have met the Social 
Studies standards strand for teaching Personal Finance and/or Economics. 


 
Statewide Impact: 
 


1. Each participant will be asked to share their newly developed or revised curriculum, which will be 
posted on the Nebraska Department of Education BMIT web site and shared through the quarterly 
newsletter This & That and the BMIT Listserve (500 subscribers). Bev Newton and Bonnie Sibert will 
focus a portion of their 2015 fall BMIT workshops on the deliverables received from the Personal 
Finance Institute.  


2. University of Nebraska at Lincoln, Wayne State College, and Northeast Community College are 
partnering to provide specialized training by two Pearson textbook authors, Sherry Roberts and Mike 
Casey. Sherry and Mike have conducted similar institutes in other states and were instrumental in the 
development and piloting of the financial education certification for W!se. 


3. As a part of the Institute, secondary teachers will be asked to work with postsecondary teachers and 
their institutions to compare curricula and develop an articulated or dual credit course in Personal 
Finance.  


4. A minimum of 25 teachers will take the training but 450 teachers will benefit from the deliverables 
provided through the Institute. Bonnie Sibert and Bev Newton will incorporate the deliverables into 
2015 fall regional BMIT workshops and share through other conferences like the NCE Conference and 
NSBEA fall conference. 


 
Evaluation:   
 


1. Each teacher participating will receive a grade for the 3-credit graduate level course from either the 
University of Nebraska at Lincoln (UNL) or Wayne State College. Pat Arneson, WSC and Tammie 
Fischer, UNL will work with Roberts and Casey to design the evaluation system together. Readings and 
homework will be required prior to the institute and follow-up after the institute will also be required. 
The teacher participants will also have the chance to take a financial education certification. 


2. This project, though revised in many ways, is a repeat of the 2010 and 2012 Personal Finance Institutes 
hosted by Wayne State College. With 44 teachers participating in the 2010 Personal Finance Institute, 
81 percent passed the W!se (Working in Support of Education) certification. Participation included a 
combination of business and family and consumer science teachers with some postsecondary 
representation. The geographic representation cut across the entire state and included schools of all 
sizes. The evaluation of the Institute indicated that 53 percent of the participants were not currently 
teaching personal finance. When asked how confident they were in teaching personal finance prior to 
participating in the Institute, 13.2% indicated very confident, 42.1% indicated confident and 36.8% 
indicated somewhat confident. At the end of the Institute 44.7% indicated they were very confident 
with 50% being confident. As a result of the 2012 Personal Finance Institute with 28 teachers 
participating, 100% passed the W!se certification. Participation included a combination of business and 
social studies teachers from across the state, once again representing all sizes of schools. When asked 
how confident they were in teaching personal finance prior to participating in the Institute, 32% 
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indicated uncertain, not confident, or somewhat confident. When asked at the 
end of the Institute how confident they were in teaching personal finance, 41% responded confident 
and 59% responded very confident. A similar evaluation would be done of the 2015 participants. 


 
Dissemination of Knowledge:  
 


 What methods/processes are in place to ensure the model is replicable and/or sustainable:  
Three teachers who previously attended the Personal Finance Institutes have received national 


recognition as Blue Star Schools through W!se. Arlington, Fillmore Central and Wausa business teachers 
attended one of the previously held Institutes and have annually tested their Personal Finance students 
with a high degree of success. A school must achieve a 75 percent passing rate on the test and have a 
majority of its students at a given grade take the test or the students who take it must earn an average 
score of 80 percent or higher. The award is significant considering that nationally only 157 schools were 
recognized as 2012 Blue Star Schools. In 2013, Wausa Public Schools placed 7th nationally for their student 
test scores on a financial literacy certification test during an event hosted by the New York Stock Exchange. 
Both the Wausa teacher and a student participated in the awards program held on the floor of the New 
York Stock Exchange. They both will be presenting at the 2014 NCE Conference. The Nebraska Dept. of 
Education working in conjunction with W!se, will continue to publicize the success of teachers and their 
students. 


 Bonnie Sibert, with input from all three project partners, will publicize the results of the 
institute/deliverables with the following:  


a. Chief Instructional Officers/Chief Executive Officers (postsecondary only)  
b. Business, Marketing and Information Technology (BMIT) Listserve (500 teachers) 
c. This & That newsletter for BMIT teachers 
d. Carol Ringenberg, who can forward the information to FCS teachers through newsletter and 


Listserve and Harris Payne, who can forward the information to Social Studies teachers. 


 Northeast Community College contact will: 
a. Communicate with assigned PFI Leaderships Council Mentor. 
b. Report to the PFI Leadership Council either orally or in written format. 
c. Share the end results with activity participants. 


 Several secondary and postsecondary teachers will volunteer to give a presentation at the 2016 
Nebraska Career Education Conference to discuss deliverables. 


 The Nebraska Council on Economic Education will draft a brief executive summary for publication in 
the PFI newsletter, college websites, Nebraska State Business Education Association and ACTEN 
publications. 


 
Budget Plan  
 
Budget Narrative: Outline how the funding will be allocated based on the activity (ies) described and include 
any in-kind match (not required).  Stipends for participation will not be granted; however, funds may be 
allocated to substitute teacher reimbursement.  
 


 Northeast will use grant funds to reimburse the participants who travel more than 60 miles one way 
with a mileage honorarium through the grant.  


 Grant funds would cover the costs of breaks and 4 catered meals.  
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 Grant funds will be used to reimburse the two workshops presenters for their 
travel expenses (not to exceed $1,200 per presenter) and provide them each with an honorarium of 
$2,400.  


 The Institute will begin on Tuesday, July 14, in the afternoon to allow travel time for teachers and 
presenters. The Institute will end on Thursday by 5 pm.   


 Wayne State College and UNL will offer the Personal Finance Institute for 1 or 3 graduate credits. 


 Participants will pay their own college tuition. Guffey Funds will be available through the Nebraska 
Council on Economic Education to reduce the tuition costs for approximately 20 participants. 


 The grant will cover the cost of industry certification which includes the purchase of a textbook, online 
pretest and online certification. 


 Participants will be responsible for their own lodging and tuition expenses. 


 The project will be coordinated by Northeast Community College, the Nebraska Council on Economic 
Education, and Wayne State College. 


 In-kind support and facilitation will be provided by Bonnie Sibert, NDE; Tammie Fischer and Jennifer 
Davidson, UNL; and Patricia Arneson, Wayne State College. 
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Budget Table  


Example Personnel: 
Stipends/Presenter 


Fees/Substitute 
Fees 


Supplies Travel: Lodging, 
Mileage, Meals 


Conference 
Expenses 


In-Kind 
(not 


required) 


Total 


Goal B – Technical Skill Assessment 


Activity B-1 Molly Curnyn of 
WSC (or another 
NECC person) 
honorarium fee of 
$1,500 for testing 
 
Angie Shaffer – 
oversight of the 
project (3 days x 
$276 per day x 
7.65% = $892) 


    $2392 


Activity B-1 W!se  Financial 
Literacy 
Certification Fee of 
$25 per teacher for 
Financial Literacy 
Pre-test and $50 
per teacher for 
Certification test 
for a maximum of 
35 participants 
($75 x 35 
participants = 
$2,625) 


    $2,625 


Goal C – Professional Development 


Activity C-1  Pearson 
Textbook – 
Personal 
Financial 
Literacy, 
Annotated 
Teacher’s 
Edition by 
Casey and 
Roberts 
($75 x 35 
books = 
$2,625) 


   $2,625 
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Activity C-2   Mileage 
Honorariums for 
teachers will 
total $4,500 


  $4,500 


Activity C-3    $1,550 to 
cover the 
cost of 4 
meals and 
breaks (4 
meals x 38 
participants 
x $10.20 = 
$1,550) 


Northeast 
Community 
College will 
provide 
free 
conference 
space and 
computer 
labs 


$1,550 


Activity C-4 2 speakers 
honorarium fees of 
$2,400 each ( 2 x 
$2,400 = $4,800) 


 2 speakers travel 
expenses each at 
$1,200 (2 x 
$1,200 = $2,400) 


  $7,200 


TOTALS $9,817 $2,625 $6,900 $1,550 $0 $20,892 


 
 
 
 
 
 








Project Title:  Business-Education   
 
Timeline:  July 1, 2014 – December 31, 2015  
 
Amount of Funds Requested:   $52,050  
 
Contact Name(s): Mr. Doug Pauley, Director of Training and Development  
 
Contact(s) Information:  


 Central Community College, on behalf of the six Nebraska Community Colleges 


 3134 West Hwy 34, PO Box 4903, Grand Island, NE  68802 


 dpauley@cccneb.edu 


 402-562-1280 
 
Abstract of Proposal 
Central Community College will plan, coordinate and conduct professional development workshop for up to 
25 high school and community college CTE and academic faculty. CCC will work with all Nebraska 
community colleges, the Department of Education and the ESU Coordinating Council to recruit faculty from 
across the state. 
 
The five day workshop will be held during the summer of 2015.  The professional development activities will 
focus on contextualizing lesson plans to include examples from business and industry.  The workshop will 
include two days of classroom preparation, two day externships to local business/industry, and one day 
classroom wrap-up.  Faculty will be required to prepare a final project which may include writing a lesson 
plan based on their externship experience, writing an op-ed piece for professional journal, or adapting an 
existing SHINE lesson plan for use in their classroom.   
 
Participant faculty will also be required to implement at least one context-based lesson in their Fall 2015 
curriculum.  Assessment of the implementation will be two-fold: faculty will administer an evaluation tool to 
the students to assess student impact; and also, provide their own assessment on the impact of the 
contextualized lesson from the faculty perspective.  This feedback will be reported to CCC project staff who 
will analyze the feedback and summarize it in the project’s final report. 
 
Vision and Purpose 
PFI Area of Focus and Purpose 
The Business-Education Project addresses the Professional Development area of focus.  Specifically, the 
project will provide training in technical skill development and training in new instructional strategies for 
secondary and post-secondary instructors. 
Innovative 
The project is innovative in that it provides an opportunity for instructors to experience how academic 
concepts are used in the workplace through a structured externship experience.  They will then work with 
experts to apply this knowledge to their own classroom, bringing increased relevancy to the curriculum. 
Describe the overall outcomes 
Conduct one five day professional development workshop for up to 25 high school and community college 
CTE and STEM faculty during the summer of 2015.   
 







Needs Statement 
Like the rest of the United States, employers in Nebraska are dependent upon technically skilled workers to 
remain competitive in a globalized market. In order to develop a technically proficient workforce, a 
concerted effort must be made to reform the pedagogical methods employed and the skills of those who 
employ them. Studies indicate that the sustained professional development of educators directly enhances 
the academic experience of their students. A Congressional Research Services report1 noted, “High-
quality, content-driven professional development has a significant effect on student performance, 
particularly when augmented with classroom practice, year-long mentoring, and high-quality curricular 
materials.” Thus, the central belief of this proposal is that collaborative educator professional development, 
enriched through workplace relevance by means of quality business and industry partnerships, and high-
quality contextualized curricular materials, is the key strategy for increasing student engagement, 
participation and academic success and for empowering those students to enter high demand technical 
careers. 
 
There is significant evidence that contextualization of curriculum has multiple benefits to educators and 
students alike. As realized with CCC’s National Science Foundation funded Project SHINE, developing 
experiential lessons with a business and industry context will improve the skills of educators and facilitate a 
positive change in their teaching strategies. Context-based problems not only give meaning to concepts, 
but also increase student motivation and willingness to become engaged in the activity.2  Additionally, 
contextualization of the materials facilitates learning process by providing real or concrete meaning for an 
otherwise abstract concept or algorithm3. 
 
Goals and Objectives 
Goal:  Improve student learning through increased contextualized learning opportunities by engaging 
educators and businesses in the collaborative development and implementation of relevant academic 
lessons, ultimately increasing student participation and success entering high skill, high wage, high demand 
technical careers. 
 


Objective A:  Recruit 25 secondary and postsecondary faculty from across the state to participate 
in professional development workshop 


Activity 1: Develop marketing materials July 2014-Sept 2014 


Activity 2:  Solicit applications  Sept 2014 – April 2015 


Activity 3: Work with primary contact at each community college and the 
ESU Coordinating Council to recruit participants from their respective 
service areas, ensuring a broad geographical representation of participants. 


Sept 2014 – April 2015 


Activity 4:  Review applications and select participants  April 2015 


                                                           
1
 National Center on Education and the Economy.  (2007).  Tough Choices or Tough Times.  The Report of the New 


Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce.  Executive Summary.  January, 2007. 
2
 Tabach, M., & Friedlander, A.  (2008). “The Role of Context in Learning Beginning Algebra.” In Algebra and 


Algebraic Thinking in School Mathematics, 2008 Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
(NCTM, edited by Carole Greenes and Rheta Rubenstein, pp. 223-32. Reston, VA: NCTM, 2008) 
3
 Heid, K., Choate, J., Sheets, C, & Zbiek, R. (1995).  Algebra in a technological world.  Reston, VA: National Council 


of Teachers in Mathematics. 







Objective B:  Coordinate and conduct 5 day professional development workshop focusing on the 
contextualization of academic coursework with real-world examples from business and industry. 


Activity 1: Identify business and industry partners to illustrate academic 
applications in the workplace.   


Jan 2015 – May 2015 


Activity 2: Expose faculty to manufacturing environments June 2015 


Activity 3:  Train faculty participants to access and utilize existing SHINE 
and SPIRIT contextualized lesson library 


June 2015 


Activity 4:  Engage experts to guide participants in writing and/or editing 
lessons to include hands-on, contextualized learning activities 


June 2015 


Activity 5:  Integrate creative problem solving and team building into 
teacher participant lesson plans. 


June 2015 


Objective C:  Measure impact on students and teachers 


Activity 1:  Assess student impact through an evaluation tool provided at 
the workshop, administered by the faculty participants.   


Dec 2015 


Activity 2:  Assess faculty perception of implementation and student 
response/impact. 


Dec 2015 


Activity 3: Gather and analyze faculty and student evaluation data and 
summarize in a final report. 


Dec 2015 


 
Impact on Career and Technical Education 
Number of students, teachers, and/or partners involved  
It is anticipated that the project will serve up to 25 secondary and postsecondary CTE and academic faculty 
from across the state.  Conservatively estimated, these teachers will affect 400 students each semester. 
 
The project partners include a broad range of stakeholders including:  Nebraska Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry, Nebraska Department of Education, ESU Coordinating Council, University of Nebraska Omaha 
(UNO), Local Chambers of Commerce, and many local employers.  These partners will assist in promotion 
and recruitment of both industry and faculty participants.  UNO will offer graduate credit to faculty 
participants. 


 
Impact of the activity on student learning and/or professional growth  
As noted in the Needs Section, context-based problems give meaning to concepts and increase student 
motivation and willingness to become engaged in the activity;4 and facilitates the learning process by 
providing real or concrete meaning for an otherwise abstract concept.  By training up to twenty-five 
educators on context-based lessons, more students will be impacted by this pedagogical method. 
 
Describe how the project/activity is relevant to the Nebraska Career Field Model, Economic and/or 
Workforce Development 
The Bus-Ed project supports the Nebraska Career Field Model by contextualizing academic coursework 
with real-world examples and hands-on learning.  The contextualized materials provide a clear connection 
for students to see how their lesson is applied in a career context.  This will also enhance workforce 
development by exposing students to a wide variety of career options as part of their academic coursework. 
 
                                                           
4
 Tabach, M., & Friedlander, A.  (2008). “The Role of Context in Learning Beginning Algebra.” In Algebra and 


Algebraic Thinking in School Mathematics, 2008 Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
(NCTM, edited by Carole Greenes and Rheta Rubenstein, pp. 223-32. Reston, VA: NCTM, 2008) 







Statewide Impact 
How the activity will reach secondary and/or postsecondary consortia members 
The Bud-Ed project is a collaborative project among the six Nebraska community colleges and 
administered by Central Community College.  CCC will communicate regularly with a lead individual as 
identified by each of the other consortia members, especially during the recruitment phase, to ensure 
recruitment efforts will have a statewide reach.  In addition, CCC will work with the ESU Coordinating 
Commission and the State Department of Education to recruit secondary teachers from across the state. 
 
Nebraska Career Clusters or Fields are addressed/identified  
The project supports all Nebraska Career Clusters and Fields by promoting the contextualization of 
coursework to include hands-on lessons and examples from business and industry.  Contextualization is 
expected to increase the relevancy of coursework and increase student engagement and learning, thus 
better preparing students to enter all career clusters and fields. 


 
Describe the collaboration with external stakeholders/partners  
The project partners include a broad range of external stakeholders including:  Nebraska Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry, Nebraska Department of Education, ESU Coordinating Council, University of 
Nebraska Omaha (UNO), Local Chambers of Commerce, and many local employers.  These partners will 
assist in promotion and recruitment of both industry and faculty participants.  UNO will offer graduate credit 
to faculty participants.  Local industry will be integral to the project, allowing participants into their facilities 
to see how lessons taught in their classrooms are applied on the job. 


 
Address the proposed delivery method 
The workshop will be a five day residential event housed at the CCC Columbus location.  The participants 
will arrive on Monday and spend two days of classroom activities with guest lecturers and content experts.  
Participants will also spend the equivalent of two days in business and industry environments to gain a 
better understanding of how academic concepts are utilized in real-world work settings.  The final day will 
be spent finalizing their project, which may include writing or editing a lesson plan to incorporate examples 
from industry or writing an article for journal publication based on the workshop experience. Faculty will be 
required to teach at least one contextualized lesson in their classroom and provide feedback to the college. 
 
Evaluation:   
The project will be evaluated based on the outcomes achieved.   


 Objective A will be evaluated based upon the effectiveness of the recruitment efforts, as 
demonstrated by the number of applications received.  In addition, the potential for statewide 
impact will be evaluated based on geographical diversity of applications received. 


 Objective B will be evaluated utilizing qualitative and quantitative assessments.  Survey 
instrument will be administered to participants to gauge increase in knowledge as well as workshop 
quality.   


 Objective C will be evaluated based on the number of faculty participants that complete and return 
student impact assessments and teaching method impact assessment.   


 
 
 
 
 







Dissemination of Knowledge 
Replicable and/or sustainable  
The sustainability of the project is demonstrated in the long-term impact it is expected to have on the 
participant faculty. The professional development experience will allow the teachers to replicate the 
context-based principles learned in the workshop throughout their curriculum. 
 
In addition, the project will allow the college to collect additional data on the impact of business-education 
collaboration, which may lead to additional funding opportunities in the future. 
 
Reporting Results  
Faculty will be required to prepare a final project at the end of the workshop which may include writing a 
lesson plan based on their externship experience, writing an op-ed piece for professional journal, or 
adapting an existing lesson plan for use in their classroom.  In addition, participants will be required to 
provide evaluation feedback on how the modified lessons impacted their teaching methods and the 
students in their classroom in the Fall 2015 semester.  Students will be asked to complete an evaluation of 
the contextualized lesson.  This data will be summarized and provided to PFI in the final written report. 
 
The final written report of the project activities and outcomes will be submitted to the PFI Leadership 
Council within 45 days of the project end date.   
 
Budget Plan / Budget Narrative 
 
Table: Budget Table  


Budget Table   


 Personnel: 
Stipends/Presenter 


Fees/Substitute 
Fees 


Supplies Travel: 
Lodging, 
Mileage, 


Meals 


Conference 
Expenses 


In-Kind 
(not 


required)  


Total 


Objective A:  Recruit 25 secondary and postsecondary faculty from across the state to participate 
in professional development workshop 


Act 1-4  
Project 
Coordination 
120 hours at 
$20 per hour 
plus FICA 


$2,580     $2,580 


Objective B:  Coordinate and conduct 5 day professional development workshop focusing on the 
contextualization of academic coursework with real-world examples from business and industry. 


Activity 1-5 
Project 
Coordination 
– 120 hours 
at $20 per 
hour plus 
FICA 


$2,580     $2,580 







 Personnel: 
Stipends/Presenter 


Fees/Substitute 
Fees 


Supplies Travel: 
Lodging, 
Mileage, 


Meals 


Conference 
Expenses 


In-Kind 
(not 


required)  


Total 


Activity 1-5  
Consultant 
and specialist 
fees 


$17,200     $17,200 


Activity 2  Bus 
rental to 
travel to 
business and 
industry sites 


  $2,000   $2,000 


Activity 1-5 
Workshop 
meals and 
lodging 


  $3,150   $3,150 


Activity 1-5  
Stipends for 
25 faculty for 
5 days at 
$125 per day 


$15,625     $15,625 


Activity 1-5 
Tuition 2 
credit hours 
at $90 per 
credit for 25 
faculty 


$4,500     $4,500 


Objective C:  Measure impact on students and teachers 


Activity 1 -3 
Project 
Coordination 
– 60 hours at 
$20 per hour 
plus FICA 


$1290     $1290 


Activity 1 & 3  
Student and 
faculty impact 
assessment – 
Stipends to 
participants 
25 at $125 
each  


$3,125     $3,125 


Project Total $46,275  $5,150   $52,050 
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Project Title:  Nebraska CASE Institute: Animal Science  
 
Timeline:  June 23-July 2, 2014 (weekdays only) 
 
Amount of Funds Requested:   $20,500  
 
Contact Name(s):  Jerome Engelhaupt, West Boyd Public Schools Agricultural Education 
    
Contact(s) Information:  


 
Jerome Engelhaupt 
West Boyd Public Schools 
P.O. Box 109 
Spencer, NE  68777-0109 
 
jengelhaupt@westboyd.com 
402.589.1333 
 
 
Please also copy appropriate correspondence to: 
 
Matt Kreifels 
Nebraska Director of Agricultural Education 
Nebraska Department of Education & UNL  
300 Agricultural Hall 
Lincoln, NE  68583  
 


matt.kreifels@unl.edu 
402.617.1419 
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Abstract of Proposal  
 


Background 
Since 1917, agricultural education has been a transformational part of the high school curriculum for millions 
of young people.  Agricultural education prepares students for successful careers and a lifetime of informed 
choices in the global agriculture, food and natural resource systems.  
 


Based on an integrated model of delivery, an agricultural student experiences classroom instruction, 
leadership experience through FFA, and experiential learning via a student's Supervised Agricultural 
Experience (SAE). Today students receive this premier experience in 150 secondary schools across Nebraska. 
 


Rationale 
Like the agricultural industry, agricultural education is changing to meet the needs of a new generation of 
students who will be challenged to feed a world of 9 billion people as they reach the peak of their career.  The 
industry has changed to rely heavily on emerging biosciences to grow more food on less land, while keeping 
the supply nutritious, safe and affordable.  In particular, agriculture is Nebraska’s number one industry and an 
economic driver for the state.  One of every three Nebraska jobs is agriculturally based.  Nebraska’s 
agricultural industry is in need of future employees, entrepreneurs and innovators to meet the challenges of 
tomorrow and to sustain this vital segment of the state’s economy.  These demands have created vibrant and 
exciting potential career opportunities for Nebraska’s secondary students. 
 


Curriculum 
A nationally supportive, intensive, STEM-based curriculum is available for Agricultural Education programs.  
The Curriculum for Agricultural Science Education (CASE) was developed in 2007 by the National Council of 
Agricultural Education with the goal of implementing a national curriculum for secondary agricultural 
education that provides a high level of educational experiences to enhance the rigor and relevance of 
agriculture, food, and natural resources (AFNR) subject matter. In addition to elevating the rigor of AFNR 
knowledge and skills, CASE provides purposeful enhancement of academic and STEM learning. 
 


CASE develops curriculum utilizing science inquiry for lesson foundation and concepts that are taught using 
activity-, project-, and problem-based instructional strategies. In addition to the curriculum aspect of CASE, 
the project ensures quality teaching by providing extensive professional development for teachers that leads 
to certification. CASE is modeled after Project Lead The Way (PLTW), a national pre-engineering curriculum 
that has been adopted by many Nebraska schools.  The Nebraska Department of Education has also adopted 
this model in the development of the Food and Nutritional Science course that is being developed with SREB. 
 


Plan 
West Boyd Public Schools, in cooperation with the Nebraska Department of Education, University of 
Nebraska—Lincoln and the Nebraska FFA Foundation will host the Animal Science CASE Institute.  The result 
will be an eight-day intensive training resulting in the practice of all included laboratories for an entire school 
year.  Between twelve and twenty teachers will participate in the institute that is taught by lead teachers from 
CASE.  Upon completion of the institute, teachers will become certified to teach the CASE Animal Science 
course, which is an intermediate course in Nebraska’s CASE Animal/Plant Biotechnology Program of Study.  
The Nebraska Animal Science CASE Institute is the third course in a sequence of professional development in 
Nebraska’s AFNR Programs of Study. 
 


Because teachers from other states are invited to the training (per CASE’s requirement), PFI grant dollars 
would only be spent on fixed costs to hold an institute and scholarships to Nebraska teachers attending the 
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institute.  Teachers who cannot attend the Nebraska Institute would also have access to 
attend another institute offered in a partner state. 
 
The Nebraska FFA Foundation is in the process of securing additional private funds, with the goal of matching 
PFI’s contribution.  In both 2012 and 2013 the Nebraska FFA Foundation raised an additional $28,000 to 
supplement PFI’s contribution.  PFI’s contribution has been essential in justifying the matching funds through 
the FFA foundation. 
 
Vision and Purpose:  


1. Describe the connection(s) to the PFI Areas of Focus  
Holding an Animal Science CASE Institute would meet three of the four PFI Areas of Focus. 


 Statewide Agreements 
o The CASE Institute would be offered to teachers throughout Nebraska and provide a 


tested and successful national curriculum in this career field.  NDE and UNL continue to 
capitalize on this institute and have designed professional development to be in-line 
with the principals of the institute in addition to integrating CASE concepts into the 
teacher education program.   


 Technical Skills Assessment 
o Secondary students participating in the CASE Animal Science (called Principles of 


Agricultural Science—Animal on the CASE site) course will experience exciting “hands-
on” activities, projects, and problems. Students will have a variety of experiences that 
will provide an overview of the field of agricultural science with a foundation in animal 
science so that students may continue through a sequence of courses through high 
school. Students will explore hands-on projects and activities to learn the characteristics 
of animal science and work on major projects and problems similar to those that animal 
science specialists, such as veterinarians, zoologists, livestock producers, or industry 
personnel face in their respective careers.  Skill assessments are integrated throughout 
the curriculum 


 Professional Development 
o The CASE Institute is a professional development workshop to provide teachers training 


for the instruction related to a specific CASE course. Once a teacher has successfully 
completed 80 hours of intense professional development at a CASE Institute, the 
teacher is certified to teach that specific CASE course. 


o CASE Institute sessions provide teachers important background related to the pedagogy 
used in CASE curricula and practice teaching various lessons to prepare them for 
classroom instruction. Teachers are required to attend the entire eight-day workshop 
and CASE Lead Teachers determine if each participating teacher is adequately prepared 
to provide instruction using CASE curricula. 
 


2. Explain why this activity or product is innovative 
CASE courses consist of a full year of lessons that utilize activity-, project-, and problem-based learning 
set in an inquiry-based approach. CASE has the goal to increase the rigor and relevance of agriculture 
subject matter and enhance core academic areas including science, mathematics, and English. CASE 
curriculum provides the teacher everything they need to facilitate classroom instruction except 
equipment and supplies. CASE is student-directed and inquiry based.   
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This will represent the third offering for Nebraska AFNR teachers and will assist 
teachers in building on the first two courses, (CASE Introduction to AFNR and CASE Plant Science) or 
provide a first-time CASE experience for others.  With support of PFI and our other potential sponsors, 
we hope to be able to offer this institute to pre-service teacher who will be student teaching with 
CASE-certified teachers. 
 


3. Describe the overall outcomes 
The CASE Institute will allow up to 20 teachers to be certified to teach the Introduction to AFNR course.  
Nebraska agricultural education teachers teach an average of 93 students each year, with over one-
third of them at the intermediate level.  Given that, in one year of teaching, this curriculum has the 
potential to reach 620+ students, allowing them to experience intensive project-based, STEM 
integrated curriculum in an agricultural context.  Based on the success stories from other states and 
the last two years in Nebraska, more of these students will remain in a program of study and 
(eventually) that career path. 
 
Of the 15 Nebraska teachers who participated in the Nebraska Plant Science CASE Institute, a large 
majority indicated they would be interested in attending an animal science institute if offered.  Several 
other teachers who did not attend last year have also indicated their interest.  The 2014 Institute also 
is shifting dates to an earlier time in the summer to accommodate those teachers who were not able 
to participate due to conflicts with other local obligations, such as county fair. 
 


Needs Statement:  


 Provide the data which supports the purpose of the proposal 
The Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources Career Field is a strength in Nebraska as indicated by the 
following data: 
 
According to Governor Heineman in the Chadron Record on March 18, 2010, “Agriculture is Nebraska’s 
largest industry with one in every three jobs related to agriculture.”   
 
Based on data from Nebraska’s H3: High Wage, High Demand, High Skill website (h3.ne.gov), the 
Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources Cluster consistently ranks in the top three clusters for 
Nebraska H3 sectors statewide. 
 
As measured by the Nebraska Department of Agriculture and the USDA, cash receipts from farm 
products contributed over $21 billion to Nebraska’s economy in 2011, which is 5.8% of the US total.  
Additionally, every dollar in agricultural exports generates $1.34 in other economic activity with the 
state.  In total, over 93% of Nebraska’s total land area is in agricultural use.  Specific to animal science, 
Nebraska ranks as the #1 state in commercial red meat production.  (Nebraska Agriculture Fact Card, 
February 2013) 
 
According to the Battelle Study in 2010, the Biosciences industry represents one of the top five current 
strengths in Nebraska, with agricultural and food processing and agricultural machinery classified as 
retention industries for the state.  It was also found that renewable energy is an area that Nebraska 
should continue to lead.  (Battelle Study, Nebraska DOL & DED, 2010) 
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World population passed 7 billion people in 2012.  By 2050, at the height of our 
current secondary students’ careers, world population is expected to surpass 9 billion people.  (US 
Census Bureau, 2011) 
 


 Communicate the need related to the data 
Given the above facts and predictions, it will be a global challenge to feed and clothe the growing 
human population and Nebraska is positioned to become a central player in finding the solutions to 
that dilemma.  This challenge will require the best minds of today.  The Animal Science CASE course 
provides a foundation in technical content and academic and STEM principals that will enable our 
students to meet that challenge. 
 


 Identify the stakeholders who will be impacted by the activity and how they will be served 
Stakeholders for the Animal Science CASE Institute include up to 20 teachers who will participate in the 
two-week professional development.  They will be exposed to both technical content and pedagogy of 
the curriculum, experience a year’s worth of laboratories that they will use in their classrooms, and 
become certified to teach the course.  Additionally, it is estimated that an average of 620 students will 
participate in their courses, gaining technical knowledge and skills that will help them become college 
and career ready for careers in AFNR.  The final stakeholder groups would be post-secondary 
institutions and the industry, both of which will benefit from better-trained and motivated students 
who will become tomorrow’s entrepreneurs and employees. 


 
Goals and Objectives:  The goals should be directly related to the PFI Areas of Focus and Purpose Statement; 
the objectives should be related to the activities and outcomes as a result of the activity or product 


 Outline the objective(s) to include measurements, expectations and timeline  


 Communicate the activities related to the objectives  
 


Goal:  To train and certify 12-20 secondary teachers to teach the CASE Animal Science course through 
their completion of a two-week CASE Institute in June 2014.   
 
This goal meets three PFI Areas of Focus: Statewide Agreements through the implementation of the 
Nebraska AFNR Programs of Study via a national curriculum, Technical Skill Assessments through a 
rigorous curriculum that teaches and measures students’ skills within AFNR pathways, and Professional 
Development by offering a two-week intensive training for secondary teachers, ending with certification 
to teach the curriculum. 
 


a. Activity 1: Utilizing PFI and private funds (secured by the Nebraska FFA Foundation) to subsidize 
the $2,500 fee for teachers to attend through the distribution of scholarships for Nebraska 
participants. 


b. Activity 2: Utilize PFI funding to purchase necessary supplies and equipment which represent 
fixed costs to hold the institute. 
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Impact on Career and Technical Education: Communicate how CTE will be impacted as a 
result of the activity or product  


1. Identify the number of students, teachers, and/or partners involved 
The CASE Institute will allow up to 20 teachers to be certified to teach the Animal Science course.  
Nebraska agricultural education teachers teach an average of 93 students each year, with 
approximately one-third of them at the introductory level.  Given that, in one year of teaching, this 
curriculum has the potential to reach 620+ students, allowing them to experience intensive project-
based, STEM integrated curriculum in an agricultural context.  The Animal Science course also serves as 
an intermediate level course for AFNR pathways in Nebraska’s Program of Study model.  Animal 
Science is a course offered in nearly all AFNR programs across Nebraska and the industry does not have 
enough graduates pursuing careers in this particular pathway. 
 


2. Communicate the impact of the activity on student learning and/or professional growth  
A previous PFI project facilitated the development of AFNR Programs of Study and Course Standards.  
In July 2013, four specific CASE courses were added to Nebraska’s Course Codes and Clearing 
Endorsements document and are now recognized as an official course and Program of Study by the 
Nebraska Department of Education (July’s work was facilitated by PFI).  Additionally, the CASE Animal 
Science course has been built to incorporate standards in Science, Math and Language Arts in addition 
to STEM principals. 
 
CASE develops curriculum utilizing science inquiry for lesson foundation and concepts that are taught 
using activity-, project-, and problem-based instructional strategies. In addition to the curriculum 
aspect of CASE, the project ensures quality teaching by providing extensive professional development 
for teachers that leads to certification.  Teachers will likely utilize these inquiry-based strategies in 
other courses, therefore growing their pedagogical expertise in addition to technical content. 
 


3. Describe how the project/activity is relevant to the Nebraska Career Field Model, Economic and/or 
Workforce Development 
 
The Animal Science course serves as an intermediate level course for the CASE pathway in Nebraska’s 
Program of Study model, which was approved by the Nebraska Board of Education in 2011.  This 
course is the gateway to all animal courses within the Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources Career 
Cluster in Nebraska. 
 
As outlined in the Needs Statement, Nebraska’s economy is driven by agriculture’s success.  According 
to the Battelle Study, the H3 site and other sources, the state is poised to lead many industries based 
on its geographic location, the available natural resources, its infrastructure, and human expertise that 
exist here. 
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Statewide Impact: Communicate how the activity will impact or be made available to the 
entire state. 


1. Outline how the activity will reach all secondary and postsecondary consortia members  
All Nebraska teachers who teach courses in Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources are invited to 
participate in the Institute.  It will be advertised via listserve, the Nebraska Agricultural Education 
website, and through the Nebraska Agricultural Educators Association, which represents both 
secondary and post-secondary educators. 
 


2. Identify which of the Nebraska Career Clusters or Fields are addressed/identified. 
The Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources Career Field and Cluster are the primary targets for this 
project. 
 


3. Describe the collaboration with external stakeholders/partners such as:  Business, community, state or 
private colleges/universities, Nebraska Department of Education, professional career education 
association groups, etc.  
The following are partners in the project: 


 Nebraska Department of Education - Facilitation 


 UNL Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication - Facilitation 


 Nebraska FFA Foundation– Financial Partner 


 CHS Foundation – Financial Partner in 2012 & 2013 


 Nebraska Soybean Board – Financial Partner in 2012 & 2013 


 UNL College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources – Facilities 


 CASE: Curriculum for Agricultural Science Education, NAAE – National organization, delivery of 
the content/professional development 


 
4. Address the proposed delivery method: statewide, regional meetings, face-to-face, distance education, 


online, conference, etc.  
The CASE Institute will take place June 23-July 2, 2014 on the UNL East Campus from 8 AM – 5 PM on 
weekdays.  The meeting is face-to-face with ad-hoc support via Communities of Practice, an online 
discussion board hosted by the National Association of Agricultural Educators. 
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Evaluation:  Describe the project evaluation plan as it relates to the goals and objectives 
1. Provide evidence of the impact based on the project goals and objectives 


Project organizers will measure the effectiveness of the Animal Science CASE Institute by the stated 
goal and objectives:  
 
Goal:  To train and certify 12-20 secondary teachers to teach the CASE Animal Science course through 
their completion of a two-week CASE Institute in June-July 2014. 


a. Activity 1: Utilizing PFI and private funds (found by the Nebraska FFA Foundation) to subsidize 
the $2,500 fee for teachers to attend through the distribution of scholarships for Nebraska 
participants. 


b. Activity 2: Utilize PFI funding to purchase necessary supplies and equipment which represent 
fixed costs to hold the institute.  West Boyd Public Schools will assess an administrative fee of 
$500 as a portion of the fixed costs. 


 
In addition, the UNL Department of Agricultural Leadership, Education and Communication plans to 
measure the impact the project has on teachers’ ability to teach a science-integrated technical 
curriculum via pre and post evaluations in addition to a longitudinal study over the course of the school 
year. 
 
Project organizers will maintain contact with participating teachers to provide support to participating 
teachers during the school year. 
 


Dissemination of Knowledge:  
 


1. Communicate how the model is replicable  
Because CASE is managed by the National Association of Agricultural Educators, the model has been 
replicated across the United States.  There are other courses available for future expansion for 
Nebraska’s teachers.   
 
The Nebraska Department of Education is developing a Food and Nutritional Science (FNS) course 
based on the same model that CASE uses.  Holding the CASE Institute will help to prepare NDE to 
organize their FNS Institute in Summer 2013, 2014 and beyond. 
 


2. Outline how the responsible parties will report-out results, for example (choose one or more):  
a. Share with local administrators  


i. Chief Instructional Officers/Chief Executive Officers (postsecondary only)  
This does not apply. 
 


ii. Principals/Superintendents  (secondary only)  
Participating teachers will receive training on how to communicate the effectiveness of 
the curriculum with local stakeholders, including principals, superintendents and 
guidance counselors.  Program organizers will also communicate the program directly to 
all AFNR programs’ administrators. 
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b. Draft a brief executive summary for publication in the PFI newsletter and/or 
state/national education association publications  
Nebraska will host intensive professional development training for high school agricultural 
education teachers that will prepare them to teach animal sciences in a new way.  The 
Nebraska Animal Science CASE Institute (CASE stands for Curriculum for Agricultural Science 
Education) is a two-week training that is inquiry-based and integrates Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math (STEM) principles throughout a year’s worth of laboratory-based 
curriculum.  Up to twenty teachers are expected to participate in the institute, which will take 
place on the University of Nebraska—Lincoln East Campus in June.  Teachers can apply to 
attend at neaged.org.  The CASE Institute is partially funded by Partnerships For Innovation, a 
statewide consortium that supports Career and Technical Education in secondary and post-
secondary schools. 
 


c. Share the end results with activity participants 
Program organizers will remain in contact with participants and arrange meetings at 
appropriate agricultural education meetings and conferences for continued support. 
 


d. Present at the Nebraska Career Education Conference 
Program organizers would encourage participants to present at the 2015 NCE Conference in 
preparation for a 2015 CASE Institute. 
 


e. Report to the PFI Leadership Council either orally or in written format 
Program organizers would be happy to report the success of the program. 
 


f. Other: Communicate with assigned PFI Leadership Council Mentor 
Program organizers are happy to work with an assigned mentor and invite them to the 
institute. 
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Budget Plan  
 


Budget Narrative: Outline how the funding will be allocated based on the activity(ies) described and include 
any in-kind match (not required).  Stipends for participation will not be granted; however, funds may be 
allocated to substitute teacher reimbursement. 
 


Participant Cost:  The conference costs participants or their schools $2,500 to attend.  This fee pays for the 
conference, including the CASE lead teachers and related supplies/laboratory equipment, the participant’s 
room and board, including evening meals.  The curriculum is provided free to teachers once they complete the 
training.   
 


Financial Match: The project organizers are working diligently to raise $20,000 to match PFI’s contribution.  In 
2012 and 2013, the Nebraska FFA Foundation raised $28,000 that was dedicated to the project from corporate 
sponsors (Nebraska Soybean Board, CHS Foundation, Cargill).  
 


In-Kind Match:  The University of Nebraska—Lincoln will provide the classroom and laboratories needed at no 
cost.  Outside of the CASE lead teachers (and potentially part of a UNL graduate student’s time), no UNL 
faculty, NDE staff member, or FFA Foundation staff member will be compensated for organizing the CASE 
institute. 
 


Scholarships for Nebraska Teachers:  Because CASE is a national initiative, teachers from other states can 
attend.  PFI and other corporate sponsor dollars will only be applied to Nebraska teachers’ costs.  The easiest 
way to do this is to provide scholarships to Nebraska participants, thus reducing only their costs for the 
Institute while maintaining the $2,500 fee for teachers from other states.  The amount of each scholarship 
depends on the amount of funds that are raised and the number of Nebraska teachers participating.  The 
scholarship would be made to the entity (teacher or school) that pays the $2,500 participation fee.  The 
scholarship can be used for reimbursement or, if the teacher indicates as such, be applied toward equipment 
and consumable materials costs to facilitate the course at the local level. 
 
Fixed Costs: PFI funds may also be used to purchase supplies/equipment that are fixed and necessary to hold 
an institute.   
 


Budget Table  
 Personnel: 


Stipends/Presenter 
Fees/Substitute Fees 


Supplies Travel: Lodging, 
Mileage, Meals 


Conference 
Expenses 


In-Kind 
(not required)  


Total 


Goal: To train and certify 12-20 secondary teachers to teach the CASE Animal Science course through their 
completion of a two-week CASE Institute in June 2014. 


Activity 1: 
Scholarships 


$20,000 (20 scholarships)    $28,000 $48,000 


Activity 2: 
Fixed 
Supplies 


 $500 (including 


a $500 
administrative fee 
to West Boyd PS) 


   $500 
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Other Ideas/Thoughts to Consider:  Share additional ideas or thoughts relating to the activity 
the PFI Leadership Council not previously highlighted. 
 
To learn more about CASE and the Introduction to AFNR course, visit these two sites: 


 Nebraska Agricultural Education: http://www.neaged.org/2014-case-institute.html 


 National CASE Site: http://case4learning.org/ 
 
Sydney Paige, a pre-service agricultural education teacher, surveyed the 2012 Nebraska Intro to AFNR CASE 
Institute teacher participants.  The following data represents partial results of Ms. Paige’s research: 


 
Question  Average Range 


Rate the accessibility of 
resources such as lab 
supplies for implementing 
CASE in your classroom. 


3.4 (+/- 1.52) 2-5 


Rate the accessibility of 
monetary support for 
implementing CASE in your 
classroom. 


3.4 (+/- 1.26) 2-5 


Rate your confidence in 
delivering the content and 
lessons presented in 
CASE. 


3.9 (+/- 0.70) 3-5  


Rate your overall 
satisfaction with the 
curriculum so far. 


3.3 (+/- 0.95) 2-5 


 


How is your program handling the start up cost for CASE curriculum? i.e. What is the 
source for your funds for the curriculum, workshops and supplies? 


 The curriculum and training was covered through grant funds at the state level.  I am 


currently working on getting grants and accumulating funds to get some of the necessary 


supplies. 


 I have used some of my department budget money, I have applied for grants, & the school 


is supplying an additional $4000 for materials. 


 Without the scholarships made available through the Nebraska FFA Foundation [and PFI], I 


probably wouldn't have attended, as the cost is prohibitive to myself as well as my school.  


I'm still struggling to find funding for the equipment. 


 I was very fortunate in this area. I received a $2500 grant from Pioneer to purchase 


materials. The school then matched the funds. With the money, I purchased 5 LabQuests, 


and all of the sensors needed for the curriculum. (Our science department had a few of the 


needed sensors.) The scholarship paid for the training and then the school paid the rest of 


the curriculum. 


  



http://www.neaged.org/2014-case-institute.html

http://case4learning.org/
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What are some thoughts you would like to share about the initial 
implementation of CASE in your curriculum from a teacher’s perspective? (challenges, 
benefits, likes, dislikes etc.) 


 I like the curriculum, but have not utilized it fully since I am still trying to find funds to get all 


the necessary supplies. 


 I have 25 students in the class and the challenge comes in trying it out for the 1st time, but 


students are responding well. 


 I think the CASE curriculum is good that is forces kids to think outside the box, however, 


some of the curriculum may be too advanced for the freshman level and special education 


students. The days they have allotted for some of the lessons usually take longer than 45 


minutes and more days to get things through. 


CASE was developed to reflect a philosophy that promotes rigor and relevance for 
students, reflect on the impact that CASE has made on your students? What challenges 
have your students experienced? What benefits? 


 Some students struggle to read and follow instructions.  I like that CASE has detailed 


instructions that often should be able to be interpreted by the student.  Some students 


struggle with the not having only one right answer. 


 It will be challenging for students. The rigor & relevance is appropriate for freshmen level 


students. 


 I think that this course is good for freshmen. It is stuff that they can do on their own and still 


learn from it. The biggest problem I have with this curriculum is the flow of it. I just finished 


the pH section in the agriscience unit, and cells and DNA are next. I have a hard time 


relating them together and helping the kids understanding e big jump between topics. The 


students really do enjoy getting out to the lab and working on labs rather than taking notes 


all the time. 


 
 








Project Title:  Middle Level Zoo Academy  


Timeline:  July 1, 2014- December 31, 2015 


Amount of Funds Requested:  $57,184.49 


Contact Name(s) and Information: 


Omaha Public Schools’ King Science & Technology Magnet Center 


Mr. Stephen Eubanks, Principal 


stephen.eubanks@ops.org 


Mrs. Kris Denton, Magnet Facilitator 


kristine.denton@ops.org 


3720 Florence Boulevard 


Omaha, NE 68110 


402-557-3720 


Mr. Ken Spellman 


ken.spellman@ops.org 


3215 Cuming St 


Omaha, NE 68135 


402-557-2600 


 


Abstract of Proposal:   


The Omaha Public Schools’ (OPS), King Science & Technology Magnet Middle School 


(KSCT), is collaborating with the Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium to implement a middle level 


Zoo Career Academy. Fifty 8
th


 grade KSC students will be transported to the Zoo, 2-3 times per 


week from 8:00-1:30 p.m. The following courses will be offered at the Zoo: cience, Multimedia, 


Introduction to Zoology, and Social Studies. Teachers from KSCT and the Zoo will teach the 


courses. Students will participate in a homeroom class and after school athletics and clubs so that 


they do not miss out on the full middle school experience.  


Dennis Pate, CEO, Director, and Elizabeth Mulkerrin, Education Director of the Henry Doorly 


Zoo and Aquarium, support this concept and have agreed to find classroom and lab space for the 


academy program.  As further show of support, the Zoological Society Board and Zoological 


Foundation, have entered into an agreement with the OPS to renovate space under the aquarium 


and to build a new building with specialized classrooms for the high school zoo academy, the 


kindergarten program and for the new middle school zoo academy. 


This is an exciting time to be involved in career education within the state of Nebraska. Districts 


are implementing new and innovative career education programs to increase engagement, rigor 


and college and career readiness. One of the exciting movements is the support of career 


academies. OPS plans to implement additional career academies (Health, Creative and Technical 


Sciences, Business/ Entrepreneurship, and Aerospace Technology) at the high schools next 


school year. Nebraska has traditionally implemented career academies at the high school level. 


This proposal would support the first middle level career academy in the metro Omaha area.   
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Career academies increase student engagement, incorporate credit-bearing academics, and 


curriculum with a focus on relevant career applications to provide a small learning community 


experience for both students and teachers. A 2013 Gallup Student Poll indicates that by the time 


students are 8
th


 graders, 45% are disengaged with school. Career academies create the 


engagement that drives the innovative design that aims to capture the excitement of students in 


middle school rather than waiting to engage them in high school.  


With the increased pressure of state accountability, Nebraska schools are all consumed with 


providing extra support for students to increase achievement on the Nebraska State Assessment, 


(NeSA). As a result of schools electing to provide additional mathematics and reading courses in 


conjunction with limited school funding, the number of middle school career education programs 


in the Omaha Public Schools has drastically reduced.   


It is our hope that this innovative middle level career academy model will reverse the current 


middle school career education enrollment trends and integrate career education in academic 


courses. This model could be replicated across the state as other school districts struggle with 


maintaining middle level career education programs. The model has the full support and 


cooperation of the Nebraska Department of Education, Career Education Department, the STEM 


Education Outreach Department of the University of Nebraska Omaha and the UNO Service 


Learning Academy. The unique partnership with the Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium affords 


students the opportunity to engage in STEM related activities. This model will provide relevant 


and meaningful connections to the STEM career field. The goal of this program is to increase 


students’ interests in STEM related careers, help schools sustain and increase middle level career 


education programs, improve performance on the Nebraska State Assessments for Science, 


Mathematics, and Reading, and to provide a pathway for middle school students into a high 


school academy program. 


Vision and Purpose:  


The middle level Zoology course will be available to Nebraska schools via distance learning. 


The Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium have offered distance learning courses for several years. 


Distance learning and on-line Zoo Academy curriculum will be available for schools state-wide. 


The Introduction to Zoology course will be available for school districts throughout the state to 


utilize to supplement their own science curricula. The zoo themed units within the 8
th


 grade 


Science and Social Studies courses will be made available for Nebraska districts and as a content 


provider program on the Center for Interactive Learning and Collaboration website 


(www.CILC.org). Within the Multimedia and Social Studies courses, the opportunity for Skype 


sessions will be offered to connect classrooms across the state with the students enrolled at the 


middle school Zoo Academy. The middle school Zoo Academy will provide a seamless 


transition for middle school students entering into high school career academies within OPS. 


 


The current career education model in most Omaha Public Schools middle schools are only 


quarter or semester long courses on an A/B day model. This means that career education teachers 


could see their students as little as 24 class sessions. This does not leave enough time for teachers 


to engage in real exploration of career fields when time spent teaching routines and procedures 


and daily building activities are factored in.  


 



http://www.cilc.org/





This model could enhance or replace the current middle level career education structure within 


the Omaha Public Schools. Middle schools will have the opportunity to identify a career theme, 


business partner and integrate academics and career education. With the idea that the career 


education is infused with the content area standards, teachers are able to focus more energy on 


helping students see the relevant connections with the content and career possibilities. Including 


the partnerships with the Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium and service learning experiences with 


UNO and non-profit organizations, students see how the application of their content knowledge 


prepares them for the career field.  


 


Students will be assessed on their technology skills. Students will be exposed to the latest 


technology while on campus. The Zoo is a leading expert on Distance Learning technology. 


Students will need to understand basic concepts of this technology. Students will be expected to 


have basic competencies in software programs such as Word, Power Point, Excels, and Skype. 


The Multimedia course will address all of these software programs. Students will be expected to 


use technology to create reports, presentations and research papers.  


 


The OPS, Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium middle school career academy could serve as a 


statewide model for districts forced to choose between additional NeSA support courses and 


career education.  Zoo Academy curriculum will be available to share with other Nebraska 


schools wanting additional middle school science electives.  


 


This collaborative partnership between the Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium, OPS and UNO will 


enhance all three institutions and maximize resources. Zoo and King Science staff will draft 


curricular units that utilize resources available at the Zoo and directly link the course standards. 


The opportunity for schools outside of Omaha to use the resources available at the Zoo and the 


lessons created through this program will not only benefit teachers across the state, but also 


allow the Zoo the better position itself as an informal education partner and a leader of providing 


science content to students and teachers at all levels.   


 


All courses taught at the Zoo will include state adopted standards that are infused with zoo 


related content and experiences. Curriculum in the Omaha Public School District in Social 


Studies, Science and Technology is designed so that the content builds each year.  


 


Through the teaching methodology of service learning, students in the middle level Zoo 


Academy will partner with professors from the University of Nebraska Omaha with the support 


of the UNO Service Learning Academy. Students will engage in Zoo sponsored citizen science 


projects, working alongside zoo experts and university professors and students to tackle 


conservation efforts like chytrid disease in Nebraska amphibians and Monarch butterfly 


migration. Students can also collaborate with the zoo to enhance their study of how the concept 


of aquaponics can be utilized in countries like Madagascar. King Science students have been 


responsible for the maintenance of two aquaponic systems since 2010 and have partnered with 


community non-profit organizations winning numerous awards and public recognition. The 


knowledge the students will bring to the zoo partnership will further enhance the students’ 


experience with real-world career connections.  


 







Professional development will occur to help enhance and/or create curriculum to incorporate 


zoology concepts within the 8
th


 science, 8
th


 grade social studies and 8
th


 grade multimedia 


courses. During the summer, staff will collaborate and utilize zoo resources to develop curricular 


units of study that will be infused within the existing courses. The writing will take place at the 


Zoo and zoo staff will provide mini-seminars relating to physical science, chemistry, social 


studies, multimedia, and career opportunities in the fields of zoology, conservation, scientific 


research, and biology. The STEM Education Department at UNO will provide university level 


consultants to assist in the development and evaluation of the program curriculum.  


 


KSC and Zoo staff plan to attend the National Career Academy Coalition conference next 


October to be held in Washington, DC to learn more about career academies at the high school 


and middle schools.  KSC and Zoo staff will present their middle school career academy model 


at the annual Nebraska Career Education conference next June. 


 


Students will be involved in taking the Nebraska Career Connections career interest surveys in 


order to first measure in 7
th


 grade what their current perceptions of STEM career fields are and 


then before the conclusion of their 8
th


 grade year in the program to determine if their interest in 


the STEM field increases as a result of their participation. Students work with their school 


counselors to develop Personal Learning Plans that help them determine the academic steps they 


need to take in order to get into the career field that interests them.  


 


Students will also take part in career exploration activities both at the school site and at the Zoo 


site. Students will utilize the High Wage, High Demand, High Skill (he.ne.gov) website to 


explore top careers opportunities for Nebraska. With the support of the OPS High School Career 


Academy and the University of Nebraska Omaha STEM Education Department and Henry 


Doorly Zoo experts, students will have the chance to explore career fields of interest as they 


relate to Skilled and Technical Sciences, Communications and Information Systems, Agriculture, 


Food and Natural Resources, Business, Marketing and Management, Human Sciences and 


Education and Health Sciences.  


 


During the summer, staff will collaborate and utilize zoo resources to develop new and emerging 


curricular units of study that will be infused within the existing courses. The writing will take 


place at the Zoo and zoo staff will provide mini-seminars relating to physical science, chemistry, 


social studies, multimedia, and career opportunities in the fields of zoology, conservation, 


scientific research, and biology.  


 


This would be the first middle level Career Academy in the state of Nebraska. This could be a 


new model for middle level Career Education delivery. This model could reverse the negative 


trend of elimination or reduction of middle level Career Education programs to meet the needs of 


NeSA. Schools could strengthen NeSA courses within career education, instead of offering them 


as standalone courses.  


 


This is also the first design where curriculum that is developed will intentionally align not only 


with career education initiatives, but with the standards assessed on the NeSA. The aim is to 


ensure teachers are not squeezing additional content into their courses, but that the content is 







aligned with career exploration. This provides a more relevant concrete example of how learning 


during a course directly impacts success in future educational programs and careers.  


 


The main goal of the academy is to provide students an opportunity to engage in a STEM related 


career academy with activities and lessons that have real –world applications. Students will 


develop a deeper understanding of a concept when the concept is used in real-world applications.  


 


An additional goal will be to develop and deliver curriculum that blends both middle school core 


subjects with career education.  


 


Another goal of the program is to create a new model for career education programming at the 


middle level. Many middle schools are looking at reducing or eliminating career education 


programs in order to provide additional mathematics and reading options for students to focus on 


improving NeSA scores. This model infuses the standards students are responsible for mastering 


with zoo related career explorations rather than creating additional courses. This design will be a 


template for other schools and districts to consider when creating a program of career study for 


middle school students that utilizes a community partner to assist in providing relevant 


experiences.  


 


Needs Statement:  


OPS has eliminated approximately 13 middle school career education teachers in the past ten 


years. Middle school career education programs are being eliminated or reduced to implement 


NeSA support courses such as math, science or reading enrichment. The middle school career 


academy will incorporate both career education and core courses. Schools can support the NeSA 


via career education.  


 


Based on the 2010 Battelle Study conducted on behalf of the Nebraska Department of Economic 


Development and Nebraska Department of Labor, the study found: Nebraska has a diverse set of 


twelve industry clusters that are driving the state’s economy. These twelve industry clusters 


represent closely related industries that are logically connected and have a substantial level of 


activity in Nebraska. They are diverse in the markets they serve as well as in the geographic 


areas of the state in which they are found. The twelve primary industry clusters include: 


Agricultural Machinery, Agriculture & Food Processing, Biosciences, Business Management & 


Administrative Services, Financial Services, Health Services, Hospitality & Tourism, Precision 


Metals Manufacturing, Renewable Energy, Research, Development, & Engineering Services, 


Software & Computer Services, Transportation, Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics. 


 


The middle level career academy will address agriculture, biosciences, health services, tourism, 


renewable energy, research, development and engineering services industry clusters. 


 


Middle school career academies will encourage schools to look at middle school career 


education programs in a new light. Rather than cutting or reducing such programs, schools could 


use existing courses with the proper professional and curriculum development to create career 


academies to address the annual NeSA thresholds.  







A middle school career academy that addresses STEM industry clusters will encourage students 


to explore options when choosing a high school, post-secondary school and eventually a career. 


While a pre-teen or teen is not yet ready to settle on a career choice, middle school is a great time 


to begin exploring many different occupations. Many middle school students are only aware of 


the small number of occupations to which they are exposed, for example doctor, dentist, teacher 


and whatever it is their parents and relatives do. A middle school career academy is a great way 


to explore careers.  


The stakeholders involved in the implementation and of the middle school career academy 


program will include King Science & Technology Magnet Center, Henry Doorly Zoo and 


Aquarium, University of Nebraska Omaha, the OPS Career Education office, the Nebraska 


Department of Education, Career Education Department, and middle schools across the state of 


Nebraska. King Science 8
th


 graders will have the chance to engage in relevant STEM activities 


and make connections to careers that will prepare them for secondary, post-secondary and 


careers. The zoo will have an opportunity to extend their educational programs to tailor to middle 


school students and provide content lessons and experiences across Nebraska through distance 


learning. UNO will benefit from this model by making connections with middle school students 


to increase their interest in STEM that will influence their academic choices in the future, 


potentially increasing enrollment in STEM courses at UNO.  


There is a second level of stakeholders that will benefit from this middle school model. Districts 


in Nebraska and across the nation could adopt this model to conserve resources by combining 


partnerships with existing community businesses and linking them to current content standards 


within courses. STEM related businesses located in Nebraska would see a potential increase in 


available career ready applicants because of their early involvement with STEM education and 


community connections.  


Goals and Objectives:  


Activity One: Provide funding for five King Science and Zoo staff to attend the National Career 


Academy Coalition Conference, October 23-25, 2014, in Washington, DC. KSC and Zoo staff 


will gain an increased knowledge of career academy models. The same staff will present the 


middle school zoo academy model at the Nebraska Career Education conference next June. 


Activity Two: Provide funding for five Omaha Public Schools/King Science/Henry Doorly Zoo 


staff members attending Nebraska Career Education conference, June 4-6
th


, 2015. 


Activity Three: Provide time and compensation for King Science and Zoo staff members to 


collaborate to design units of study within the courses that connect with Zoo resources and career 


education modules. These units along with the lesson plans within the courses will be available 


for districts to utilize across Nebraska. The distance learning aspect of the Introduction to 


Zoology course would also be developed at this time. This curriculum would be designed with 


the guidance of UNO STEM education professors who will provide support and evaluation of the 


program. This writing would be complete by August 1, 2014. 


Activity Four: Utilize funding to purchase multimedia material for use within the Multimedia 


course and other subject areas. These materials will be used by students for a paperless class 







environment and for designing multimedia projects that support career education initiatives and 


zoo related projects. 


Impact on Career and Technical Education:  


Fifty (50) King Science students, three (3) King Science staff members and two (2) Henry 


Doorly Zoo and Aquarium staff members will be involved with the program.  The Omaha Public 


Schools, Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium, and the University of Nebraska Omaha are the 


partners involved.   


 


Through the enrollment in the Zoo Academy, students will take courses that are infused with 


specific career education explorations related to STEM. This will result in an increase in student 


engagement in school and an increase in preparedness for high school, college, and STEM 


related careers.  


 


This activity will also provide professional development to help teachers design lessons that 


include a career education focus while supporting content standards that are used as measures on 


the NeSA.  


 


A middle school career academy would prepare students for transition into a high school career 


academy. This model could help prevent the elimination or reduction of career education 


programs statewide.  Middle schools could meet the needs of the NeSA and prepare students for 


careers within a middle level career academy. Through the career exploration activities, students 


will be prepared to interact and succeed in STEM related career fields.  


 


Statewide Impact: 
Middle Level Zoo Career Academy curriculum will be available to Nebraska schools. The 


middle level Zoology course will available (distance learning) to all Nebraska schools. The 


KSC/Zoo middle level career academy staff will present and attend the annual Nebraska Career 


Education conference held in Kearney, NE in June.  


 


Through the partnership with the Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium, the following Nebraska 


Career Clusters will be explored: 


 Skilled and Technical Science 


o Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) 


 Introduction to Zoology – interaction with zookeepers 


 8
th


 Grade Science – units of study that infuse zoo concepts with physical 


and chemical sciences 


 Multimedia – interactions with zoo graphic artists and marketing 


departments 


 Health Science 


o Biotechnology Research and Development – interactions with scientists in the 


zoo’s  genetics lab 


 Communication and Information Systems 


o Multimedia – use of audio and video equipment and software to design projects 


connecting with the zoo, STEM and service learning activities 


 Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources 







o Aquaponics resources from King Science, Whispering Roots, INC and the zoo 


 Business, Marketing and Management 


o Hospitality and Tourism – units of study within the 8
th


 grade Social Studies and 


Multimedia courses 


o Marketing – design marketing materials within Multimedia course for zoo use 


 Human Sciences and Education 


o 8
th


 Grade Social Studies – units of study designed using zoo resources 


 


Several partnerships have been formed to implement the OPS Zoology Middle Level Career 


Academy. Within the past month, a major donor has agreed to renovate space below the 


aquarium to house the OPS Zoology Middle Level Career Academy, the High School 


Zoology Academy and a Bancroft Elementary Kindergarten. A formal agreement meeting 


with OPS and Zoo officials took place on Thursday, January 30, 2014. I have attached a 


letter of support from Henry Doorly Zoo and Aquarium officials. In addition, the University 


of Nebraska- Omaha, STEM department, has committed to provide professional 


development, curriculum support, and evaluation for the program. See attached letter of 


support. The Nebraska Department of Education, Career Education Department, is aware of 


the program and strongly supports its potential as a statewide model for middle school career 


education programs.  


 


The middle school Zoology will be available to all Nebraska schools. CD’s will be developed 


and available during a presentation at the annual Nebraska Career Education conference. In 


addition, the Zoology course will also be available for Nebraska schools via distance 


learning. It is also anticipated that the KSC/Zoo staff will submit a presentation proposal for 


the national Career Academy Coalition Conference in 2015 to share curriculum and 


processes. 


 


Evaluation:   


The OPS middle level Zoology career academy curriculum will be developed and 


implemented for the 2014-2015 school year. The distance learning course will also be 


developed.  


 


The OPS and Zoo staff will attend the National Career Academy Coalition conference to be 


held in Washington, DC, next October. Staff members will meet prior to the conference to 


review and assign specific sessions that will be attended. Staff members will be expected to 


attend sessions regarding middle level career academies and other related areas. OPS and 


Zoo staff will have a planning meeting upon their return to share presentations that they 


attended. A plan will be developed based on recommendations from the conference.  


 


OPS and Zoo staff members will meet to prepare a presentation for the annual Career 


Education conference and to disseminate curriculum materials for other schools.  


 


OPS and Zoo staff members will create specific Zoology units of study to implement into the 


Multimedia, Social Studies and Science courses prior to the 2014-2015 school years.  


 


Technology and software will be purchased and in place prior to the 2014-2015 school year.  







 


Dissemination of Knowledge:  


 


A major donor has been identified to renovate classroom and lab space for the program at the 


Zoo. As the program grows, additional grant and district funding will be explored for 


transportation, technology and staffing.  


 


The middle school Zoology course will be available for Nebraska middle school students. 


The curriculum will be available at the 2015 Nebraska Career Education conference. In 


addition, an online Zoology course will be available statewide via distance learning.  


 


OPS and Zoo staff members will meet to prepare a presentation for the annual Career 


Education conference and to disseminate curriculum materials for other schools.  


 


A brief executive summary for publication in the PFI newsletter will be submitted in 


December, 2015 


 


A presentation will be made at an OPS Science and Career Education Curriculum Day to 


share the program with other OPS Science and Career Education staff members. 


 


Budget Plan  


Budget Narrative: Outline how the funding will be allocated based on the activity(ies) 


described and include any in-kind match (not required).  Stipends for participation will not 


be granted; however, funds may be allocated to substitute teacher reimbursement.  


The grant will provide funding for the King Science and Zoo staff to attend the National 


Career Academy Coalition Conference, Washington, DC, October 22-24, 2014, to gain an 


increased knowledge of career academy models ($10,000). The same five (5) staff will 


present the middle school Zoo Academy model at the Nebraska Career Education 


conference, June 4
th


, 2015 ($3000). The grant will provide compensation for the King 


Science and Zoo staff members to collaborate to design units of study within the courses that 


connect with zoo resources and career education modules. These units along with the lesson 


plans within the courses will be available for districts to utilize across Nebraska. The distance 


learning aspect of the Introduction to Zoology course would also be developed at this time. 


This curriculum would be designed with the guidance of UNO STEM education professors 


who will provide support and evaluation of the program. This writing would be complete by 


August 1, 2014, ($7920). The grant will also fund UNO STEM professors for contracted 


services to evaluate and help with curriculum support ($5000). To utilize funding to purchase 


multimedia material for use within the Multimedia course and other subject areas. These 


materials will be used by students for a paperless class environment and for designing 


multimedia projects that support career education initiatives and zoo related projects 


($37,183).   TOTAL REQUESTED FOR ALL ACTIVITIES $63,103 


Table: complete a budget table, template provided below 


 







 


 


 


 Budget Table (required)  


Activity 100/200 


Salaries/Benefits 


 


300 


Purchase


d Services 


 


400 


Supplies/ 


Materials 


 


600 


Travel/Pro 


Development 


In-Kind 


(not 


required)  


Total 


Activity 1 


5 KSC/Zoo 


staff members 


attending 


NCAC 


 


 


  $10,000 


 


 $10,000 


Activity 2 


5 KSC/Zoo 


staff members 


attending 


NCE 


   $3000  $3000 


Activity 3 


Curriculum 


development 


3 staff 


members  


Pay 3 staff@ $33 per 


hr 80 hrs ea. 


 


    $7920 


Activity 4 


UNO STEM 


staff 


evaluation and 


support for 


curriculum 


development 


 


 Consulting    $5000 







  


Activity 5  


Purchase 


technology 


to be used by 


KSCT 


students at 


the Zoo 


  50 iPad Air 


$599.99 ea.  


 


50 iPad 


keyboard 


cases $50 


ea.  


 


2 Charging 


Stations 


$1000 ea. 


 


4 Tripods 


for iPads 


$50 ea 


 


4 Samsung 


Digital 


Video 


Cameras 


$150 ea 


 


4 Samsung 


Digital 


Cameras 


$100 ea 


 


2 LCD 


Projectors 


$500 ea


  


 8 


32GB 


Memory 


Cards  


$30 ea  


 


4 iPad to 


projector 


dongles 


$30 ea 


 


4 laptop to 


projector 


dongles 


$30 ea  


 


  $37,183 







Other Ideas/Thoughts to Consider:  Share additional ideas or thoughts relating to the activity 


the PFI Leadership Council not previously highlighted. 


 


iMovie app 


$4.99  


  


 


 


Total $7920 $5000 $37,183 $13,000  $63,103 
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Project Title:  Engaged Learning Experience (ELE) – Faculty Development Training 
Timeline:  July 1, 2014 through December 31, 2015 
 
Amount of Funds Requested:   $ 78,691.24 
 
Contact Information: 
Charlotte Pasco 
Southeast Community College  
8800 O Street 
Lincoln, NE 68520 
cpasco@southeast.edu 
402-437-2729 


Jill Sand 
Southeast Community College  
8800 O Street 
Lincoln, NE 68520 
jsand@southeast.edu 
402-437-2781 


Beth Vavrina  
Southeast Community College  
301 South 68th St Place 
Lincoln, NE 68510 
bvavrina@southeast.edu 
402-323-3418


 
Abstract of Proposal:   
Southeast Community College proposes a statewide professional development project to 
introduce, demonstrate, and facilitate the use of “Engaged Learning.” These methods of 
teaching/learning encourage a high level of student engagement and interaction both inside 
and outside the classroom. The project goal is to improve student learning by equipping faculty 
to successfully implement engaged learning tools and techniques in their classrooms. SCC’s own 
experience with Engaged Learning has shown promise in improved test scores and more 
enthusiastic participation by students and faculty alike.    
 
This project builds upon a successful model for delivery of professional development to 
statewide audiences implemented in a previous SCC “Leadership Now!” training project, funded 
through PFI.  The model includes development of an online/hybrid curriculum, with an initial 
face-to-face training session, six modules delivered via monthly online workshops (e.g., 
GoToTraining), coaching and networking, and a final face-to-face session.  The curriculum is 
delivered over nine months to give participants adequate time to learn and experiment, 
interact with colleagues, develop engaging lesson plans, and implement them in a 
group/classroom setting. Participants will receive technical and non-technical classroom 
implementation tools. The training model includes a train-the-trainer feature and online access 
to all created materials in order to sustain the benefits of the project. 
 
In addition to creating a reusable curriculum, the project will develop an online library of 
Engaged Learning resources, ideas, examples, lessons, and references in multiple disciplines. 
The library will be housed on the PFI website, where all educators will be able to access and 
enrich the resources.  
 
The proposed activities will directly impact 30 participants from community colleges and 
secondary schools across the state, six of whom will be trained as facilitators of Engaged 
Learning within their own institutions.  Approximately 2,400 students will benefit directly from 
faculty’s use of interactive teaching methods within the grant term.  Thereafter, through the 
development of open online resources for Engaged Learning and the training of facilitators for 
participant institutions, the potential for scaling the project’s impact is unlimited. 
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VISION AND PURPOSE:  
1. Connections to the PFI Areas of Focus and Purpose Statement  
Secondary-Postsecondary Transitions  


 Expand the use of distance learning and online courses: As instructors implement a 
variety of tools in their classroom, they will build skills and comfort with distance 
learning and online courses among students, faculty, administrators, and the public. 
Over time, this will lead to continuity of active learning instruction through the 
transition from High School to College, and encourage a culture of collaboration 
between community colleges and high schools. 


Statewide Partnerships and Initiatives  
 Provide potential for securing statewide license agreements:  Some software tools may 


be expensive for individual instructors or schools, but may be cost effective to purchase 
as a consortium. 


Professional Development 
 Plan and coordinate professional development: The primary activity in this project is to 


provide technical skill development and training in new instructional strategies for 
secondary and postsecondary instructors, specifically advanced interactive instruction 
skills for teachers. 


 Build capacity for leadership in Career and Technical Education for secondary and 
postsecondary educators (administrators, faculty, and staff): This project includes 
facilitator training for future groups across the state, and development of a 
collaborative list of tools to be shared statewide by secondary and postsecondary 
instructors.  


 
2. How is this activity innovative   
This project aims to simplify the process of developing a highly engaging learning environment 
by bringing a wide variety of innovative, interactive practices and resources together in a single 
comprehensive curriculum for instructors.   
 
The Concept:  Engaged Learning 
For many years it has been suggested that instructors need to move from being the sole 
provider of instruction to the facilitator of learning. That concept has gained momentum as 
many education experts, and associations such as the American Association of Community 
Colleges, recommend educators find new ways to more actively engage the student in their 
learning.  Indeed, the Department of Education, in its definition of a credit hour, indicates a 
need for students to be engaged outside the classroom or lab to enhance the learning process.  
 
Engaged learning at first glance is flipped learning, assigning the lecture as homework and doing 
the exercises traditionally done as homework in the classroom. Terms such as “flipping the 
classroom,” “interactive teaching,” “technology in teaching” all suggest that there is a different 
method than just lecturing. It is a much broader issue than only what occurs within the 
classroom or lab; it also needs to take into consideration the student, where they come from, 
and where they are going.1 In addition, engaged learning involves a philosophical shift for the 
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instructor and ultimately for the institution. Administrators must support the faculty as they 
transition by providing resources, technology, funding, time, and manpower. 
 
As SCC began to research the concept of flipping the classroom, the SCC team realized that 
“flipping” is only one part of the most successful implementations. The focus needed be 
expanded to engaging students in taking responsibility for their own learning, with the 
educators giving them the support and resources they need to learn.2 In the always-connected 
culture of today, this includes a number of technology-based techniques, combined with low- 
and no-tech interaction and collaboration—skills necessary in today’s competitive job market.3 
 
For this project, an “Engaged Learning Experience (ELE)” is defined as a teaching and learning 
process focused on engaging students in the application of knowledge and skills through 
interactive experiences. ELE may look different in different classes and programs, but involves 
students preparing outside of the classroom so classroom time can be used to actively engage 
students in applying the concepts learned, using problem solving, group projects and other real 
world applications. All components of the framework are not required for all class times, but 
each step leads to the next, with more critical thinking at each stage. 4 
 
After implementing ELE, classes should display some of the major themes of engaged learning. 
These major themes include classrooms that are engaging, interactive, and learner-focused; 
where students are responsible for their own learning with the instructor as a facilitator, and 
where students practice application of concepts and critical thinking. Technology is frequently 
used for enhancing learning. 
  
The Approach 
Online teacher training: Developing a highly engaging learning environment demands a deep 
understanding of techniques and best practices along with a significant investment of time and 
resources for implementation. Concepts will be presented a few at a time over the course of a 
school year allowing instructors time to implement what is appropriate for themselves and in 
their classes. Throughout the course, instructors will receive access to tools, tips for using them 
in the classroom, and support and networking to help them succeed. They will select a 
combination of tools and techniques, including traditional, technology based, and/or 
experiential, based on the material being taught and the needs of the students. 
 
There are many resources for implementing engaged learning in a classroom, however, those 
resources tend to highlight a single method of engagement or a single type of resource. Many 
of them are technology-based, using hardware or software that may not be available, 
affordable, or easy to learn, limiting their use for individual instructors.  
 
It is not necessary to change an entire class. Instructors can start slow with a couple of lessons, 
using what they already have.5 They can move away from lecturing the entire class time, 
allowing students to discover what they are learning instead of being told what to learn.6 
According to engaged learning expert Jon Bergman: 
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They [instructors] needed to make the first step. For them the first step was to flip one 
lesson. They were uncertain if it would work. Their hardest step was the first one. Once 
they flipped the first lesson, they gained confidence and then continued. But the end 
result is that their classrooms have been transformed into amazing learning spaces in 
which students are engaged and take ownership for their own learning.7 


 
The engaged approach allows faculty and students to use their strengths. It changes the 
instructor’s role to guide, coach, and/or mentor by creating learning spaces for actively 
engaged students and maximized classroom time. 8This increases student-student and student-
teacher interaction so students receive immediate feedback, provides for differentiation 
between students at different levels of learning, and accommodates all learning styles.  
 
Application of the model previously developed to a new topic/Statewide Collaboration: Based 
on the engaged learning research and our experience with the PFI-supported Leadership Now! 
project (2012-2014), we propose using a similar format for this project. The model includes 
statewide interaction and collaboration by faculty, learning and implementing new skills over 
several months, and coaching/mentoring to help each individual succeed based on their unique 
skills, strengths, and circumstances. This model allows for integration, fine tuning, and 
individual ownership.  Many engaged learning  techniques will be modeled in the training, 
giving participants experience and understanding from both the instructor’s and student’s point 
of view. In addition, participants completing the course will utilize an implementation toolkit, 
which may include a computer tablet, and a selection of other technical and non-technical 
classroom tools. Tools will be made available to participants as they are discussed during the 
course, and will be owned by the college or high school.  
 
3. Overall outcomes. After completing this training, participants will understand ELE and be 


able to implement a variety of tools and techniques to better engage their students. 
Primary outcomes include: 


a. Faculty trained to provide highly interactive learning;  
b. Interactive methods deployed in classrooms across the state;  
c. An accessible repository of resources and tools available online;  
d. A replicable model of collaborative learning opportunities 


 
NEEDS STATEMENT:  
1. Data which supports the purpose of the proposal. 
The purpose of the proposal is to improve student learning through interaction, or engaged 
learning.   Recent information indicates that SCC students are not as actively engaged as they 
could be in their education.  In 2011, SCC surveyed 1000 of its students, using the Community 
College Survey of Student Engagement.  Students indicated their perceptions of the types of 
mental activities that were most common in their classrooms. The following chart shows that 
lower-level mental activities, such as memorization and analyzing elements of ideas,  were 
more frequently used in classrooms, while higher-order activities, such as synthesizing and 
applying concepts were less frequently used.9
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Table 9: Student Learning 


 


Overall, for active and collaborative learning, SCC and the 2011 cohort of schools10 scored at 
the 50th percentile, compared with the highest performing schools, which scored at the 59th 
percentile.   
 
National educational consultant and trainer Mark Taylor’s research supports engaged learning 
for students entering the college community over the next ten years11.  In addition, 
consideration needs to be made for students without exposure to actively using technology, as 
well as those in the community college environment who are returning to school after years in 
the work force.   
 
Additional research on engaged learning is needed. However, initial studies and a wealth of 
anecdotal information show support for the concept that an engaged student will show positive 
results compared to a student who is not engaged. 12, 13, 14   
 


Research tells us we are more likely to remember things with emotional attachments to it. 
Difficult accounting concepts…could be hung on the structure of the story [case study]…. 
And concepts that are taught within a story structure naturally receive a “location” that 
makes them easier to retain…. In the next accounting course—taken an average of two 
years later—the first section of the course built heavily on the concepts that students 
were supposed to have learned in introductory accounting. Students who had worked 
through the case study scored noticeably higher on this first exam. In fact, the 
difference in scores was particularly dramatic for students with a C-average overall. 
They scored, on average, 12 points higher—more than a letter grade. 15 


 
2. Need related to the data.  
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The amount of information related to “flipping the classroom” is overwhelming. Much of the 
course content is online, and a search brings up millions of results. At the same time, useful 
information on other techniques for engaging students is much harder to find.  
 
The average instructor doesn’t have the time to filter all this information and find the pieces 
that might work well in their classes. When they do find a model that they would like to try, it 
often involves learning new software, planning additional activities, and reworking parts of the 
curriculum. Even facing a camera and recording a class lecture can be intimidating. Instructors 
wanting to implement these engaged learning techniques may have to convince administrators 
that their idea can deliver the required information; the hardware, software, and equipment 
purchases are justified; students will learn; and parents will accept the changes. 
 
Instructors need an easily accessible, curated repository of tools, technologies, and techniques 
that are effective and affordable. In addition to online learning, higher education has 
experienced the creation of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) by major universities—
online learning communities which allow individuals to learn college level content for free.  
Other sites like TeacherTube.com, Merlot.org, and Curriki.org also provide free course material 
and video. This free course material could supplement class materials and reduce the amount 
of videotaped lectures and demo capture required by an engaged learning approach. However, 
the time and effort required (perceived, as well as actual) to identify sites, find appropriate 
materials for a specific class setting, and integrate them into the classroom can seem 
overwhelming to instructors new to the engaged learning concept.  
 
3. Stakeholders impacted by the activity and how they will be served.  
The activities proposed impact both direct and indirect stakeholders.  Most directly impacted 
are instructors and staff who will participate in the 9-month training program.  Their students 
will experience a direct impact through their enhanced learning environment. As the model is 
replicated, the impact will be felt in more colleges and high schools. The repository is expected 
to grow and be an ongoing resource for future instruction. Ultimately, the impact spreads to 
the community and the workplace. 
 
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
Goal: Improve student learning by equipping instructors to successfully implement engaged 
learning tools and techniques in their classroom.  
 
Objectives 


1. Plan and implement a statewide training on engaged learning techniques/strategies, 
with a focus on how to effectively implement ELE at a campus or school 
a) By August 1, 2014, develop engaged learning course curriculum, including workbook, 


handouts, videos, and tools for the initial face-to-face session.  
b) From August 2014 to April 2015, offer the ELE training program to 30 participants, 


from a statewide cohort of community college and secondary school faculty and 
staff. 
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c) May 2015 to June 2015, develop a train-the-trainer class and train 6 participants to 
facilitate future engaged learning programs on high school and community college 
campuses across Nebraska. 


d) From July 2015 to December 2015, complete an evaluation of the training and post 
the final curriculum materials for use by any interested Nebraska educator. 


2. Develop an online resource center for instructors at all levels and in a wide variety of 
fields/subjects.  


 
Activities 
Objective 1:  


a) July 2014 – August 2014 
 Hire part-time training developer/trainer/coordinator (.625 FTE) 
 Contract with videographer, website developer 
 Develop outline for full course 
 Finalize all materials for initial face-to-face and first learning module (video clips, 


course workbook, handouts, activities, etc.) 
 


b) August 2014 – April 2015 
 Offer a series of classes to 30 participants from NE community colleges and 


secondary schools  
 Create two 5-minute promotional videos (one for faculty and one for students).  
 Finish developing training modules  


 
c) May 2015 – June 2015 


 Develop train-the-trainer materials, and train ELE facilitators 
 


d) July 2015 – December 2015  
 Survey participants, students, and administrators on their experiences and 


satisfaction with the ELE training and implementation 
 Refine materials and activities, based on feedback from participants and students 
 Support instructors and facilitators in implementing engaged learning and training 


additional instructors at their school/college 
 Complete a final evaluation of the training 


 
Objective 2:  July 2014 – December 2015 


 Create collaborative website for repository of resources  
 Provide structure for quarterly collaborative ELE newsletter 
 Post all materials to a public website for free access to Nebraska educators 


 
Program Detail:  
PFI funds will be used (1) to develop and implement a statewide training on engaged learning 
techniques/strategies, with a focus on how to effectively implement ELE at a campus or school, 
and (2) to develop a library of resources for instructors at all levels and in a wide variety of 
fields/subjects.  
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Because of the limited time between the start of the grant year and the beginning of the 
project, SCC expects to complete some initial project-related activities using other college funds 
if this proposal is approved. The two most significant activities include: 


 Begin to develop 6 interactive ELE modules.  
 Identify 30 Nebraska secondary and post-secondary educators to participate in the 


training (75% career and technical instructors, 25% administrators, IT staff, or other 
instructors). 


 
The training will be offered as a series of eight classes, with a full-day face-to-face session at the 
beginning and end (August and April), and 6 learning modules each month between. The course 
will include:  
 


 An opening all-day face-to-face session will be held in early August 2014. Topics at this 
session will include (a) What is engaged learning? (b) Why is engaged learning 
important? (c) Overview of the ELE framework (d) Confident classrooms, flexibility, and 
moving outside the box (e) What do the statistics show in relation to engaged learning? 
(f)Getting motivated for engaged learning—faculty and student buy-in and (g) What are 
the freeways, roadblocks, bumps and benefits of engaged learning? The 9-month course 
will go into greater depth on the nuts and bolts of implementing an engaged learning 
experience in the participants’ classrooms. 


 
 Six monthly learning modules offered September 2014 through March 2015, with each 


module including prerecorded lessons (lecture capture), handouts with exercises, and a 
live discussion (via GoToTraining).  Topics will include (a) Pre-class content delivery (b) 
Pre-class assessment (c) Engaging classroom activities (d) Post assessment (e) Review, 
revise, and rehearse (f) Communicating expectations & classroom management. Each 
module will share 8-10 tools and instructions for implementation in the classroom 
 
Participants will be expected to work through the module and to implement the 
concepts in the classroom. Participants not currently in a teaching assignment may 
implement their project with their team members or department or can work with an 
instructor at their location. The materials will provide concepts and some ideas to 
develop that concept in the context of the participant’s class. This format will 
demonstrate technology tools to collaborate with students online and the 
communication techniques needed to make it effective. They will then come back to the 
group in the online live discussion and share how they implemented the concept of ELE. 
 


While the trainer and all other class members will be available for support, each 
participant will be paired with a partner, at another campus or school when possible. 
Partners will be encouraged to work together regularly via email or phone, and to meet 
twice (once in each person’s classroom) during the year. At these “buddy meetings” 
participants observe at their buddy’s classroom and collaborate on how they are 
improving student engagement in their classroom. Participants will also be encouraged 
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to initiate a monthly check up with their supervisor to share what they are doing, how it 
is impacting their teaching, and what they have to share.  
 


 A closing face-to-face workshop will be held in April 2015. The first part of the day will 
include 5-minute presentations by participants on what they learned or implemented 
during the year, successes and struggles of implementing engaged learning in their 
classroom, resources identified, etc. Discussion topics at this session will include (a) Next 
steps—taking it back to their schools and encouraging others (b) Creating a Culture of 
Collaboration and Engagement (c) Technology Triumphs and Troubles (d) Fostering 
Digital Citizenship in faculty and students. Finally, participants will CELEBRATE 
ACHIEVEMENT!  


 
 Participants will each receive a $500 incentive, in the form of ELE instructional toolkit 


items of their choice. These tools will include a selection of high-, low-, and no-tech 
items such as software, hardware, demonstration supplies, etc. Some of the tools will be 
available at the first face-to-face session for participants to use as they begin the school 
year. Others will be selected throughout the nine months of the training, when they are 
introduced in class or when they seem appropriate for specific units in their classroom. 
All tools will be the property of the school or college during the time of the training. At 
the end of the course, participants who have successfully completed the program will be 
able to keep some of the items (i.e. mini-tablet).  


 
Additional Components:  
A collaborative website will be developed to serve as a repository of resources. Participants will 
be encouraged to collaborate as they develop tools for student engagement. As they develop or 
customize tools to work in their classroom, they will each add 2 tools per learning module to a 
shared “Favorite Things” website. This will become an ongoing resource for each other, and in 
time, for faculty at any Nebraska high school or college. 
 
Two 5-minute promotional videos showcasing pilot group surveys, feedback, and results of pilot 
implementation (one for faculty and one for students) will be completed as an overview of the 
training for future users.  
 
A train-the-trainer class will be developed at the conclusion of the course, and offered in 
Summer 2015 to train ELE facilitators across the state. These trained facilitators will be able to 
facilitate local ELE trainings for colleges, school districts, or departments in their area.  They will 
also become an additional resource to instructors who want to implement more engaged 
learning techniques in their classrooms. 
  
A collaborative ELE newsletter, created with input and insights from participants, will be 
produced quarterly and shared electronically across the state. 
 
Finally, the complete curriculum, including the training modules with video clips, course 
workbook, handouts, activities, etc. will be refined based on feedback from participants and 
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their students. The finished materials will be professionally edited, compiled into a single 
package, and posted to a public website (e.g., the PFI website) for free access to all Nebraska 
educators. 
 
IMPACT ON CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION  
1. Number of students, teachers, and/or partners  involved  


 24 instructors x 100 students = 2,400 students directly impacted in the first year 
 6 facilitators trained statewide with potential to train instructors in their schools 


subsequently. 
As more instructors become comfortable implementing engaged learning, see success with 
their students, and discuss their methods with peers, it can reasonably be expected that 
additional teachers will adopt many of the tools and techniques. Some participants will be 
administrators or IT professionals, whose primary role will be to support instructors as they 
implement ELE on their campus. As this happens, ever larger numbers of students, at all 
levels of education, will be impacted. 


 
2. Impact of the activity on student learning and/or professional growth.  


Research indicates that when engaged learning concepts were used in the classroom, there 
was an increase in student test scores, retention, learning, accountability, and overall 
satisfaction with the college experience. Students who were involved in educationally 
engaging and productive activities in college classrooms developed habits of the mind and 
heart that enlarge their capacity for continuous learning and personal development after 
college. 16  
 


Studies by classroomwindows.com17 and others 18
 indicate that students who are actively 


engaged are more confident, learn how to learn anytime/anywhere, establish lifelong 
learning skills, and develop future workplace skills needed to be successful (i.e. 
responsibility, collaboration, teamwork, independence, initiative, assertiveness, etc.). 
Faculty who implement an engaged classroom report improved job satisfaction, student 
test scores, and student attitude, and nearly all would use it again. We anticipate similar 
results among participants and their students as they implement ELE in their classrooms 
and across their campuses. 


 
3. Relevance to the Nebraska Career Field Model, Economic and/or Workforce 


Development. More students will not only learn the technical skills needed in their chosen 
career, but they will also be better prepared for the collaborative, always evolving 
environment of real-world jobs. There is compelling evidence of the benefits of engaged 
learning and teaching methods, including knowledge acquisition, retention, accuracy, 
creativity in problem solving, and higher-level reasoning. These are outcomes that signal 
successful learning and a high-quality educational experience.  


 
Statewide Impact:  
1. How will the activity reach secondary and/or postsecondary consortia members? Engaged 


learning is important and applicable to all levels of education. The curriculum products and 
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training process developed as a result of the project will be shared by Southeast Community 
College and broadly disseminated to Nebraska community colleges and secondary schools. 


 
Information about registering for the 9-month course will be sent to all six Nebraska 
community colleges and a pilot group of secondary schools in Spring 2014. Marketing will 
begin prior to the grant term (using other SCC funds) to ensure faculty will have the 
information prior to the end of the current school year.  Because of the limited number of 
seats in the pilot project, secondary participants will be selected to represent different size 
schools, with 2-3 instructors from different grade levels and programs from each school. 


 
2. Nebraska Career Clusters or Fields addressed. Engaged learning experiences are important 


to students in all areas of their education, and in all fields.  The proposed project offers a 
method of teaching that has the potential to enrich learning in all clusters and fields in the 
NCE model.  By enabling teachers from a broad array of disciplines to explore how engaged 
learning can be used, we expect others will be encouraged to try it in their disciplines.    


  
3. External stakeholders/partners  


SCC will invite its five sister community colleges and 4-5 secondary schools to send 
representatives to the proposed statewide training.  Once the resource library has been 
established and the curriculum successfully piloted, evaluated, and finalized, all K-12 
schools will be invited to use and add to the resources.  The potential for a follow-up project 
offering similar training to other schools is anticipated. 


 
4. Proposed delivery method. This training will use a combination of face-to-face and online 


methods to deliver material to a statewide audience, with the first and last sessions being 
face-to-face in a location convenient to participants. Six monthly workshops will be 
conducted via GoToTraining. One-on-one discussions, “buddy meetings,” and small group 
discussions will be completed via GoToMeeting, telephone conference, or face-to-face, as 
appropriate. Additional web-based resources will be used to supplement the training 
material. 


 
EVALUATION  
1. Evidence of the impact based on the project goals and objectives  
Goal: Improve student learning by equipping instructors to successfully implement interaction, 
or engaged learning tools and techniques in their classroom.  
 
Objectives 
1. Plan and implement a statewide training on engaged learning techniques/strategies, with a 


focus on how to effectively implement ELE at a campus or school 
a) By August 1, 2014, develop engaged learning course curriculum, including workbook, 


handouts, videos, and tools for the initial face-to-face session.  
 To what extent were the curriculum materials completed by August 2013? 
 To what extent was the use of engaged learning experiences incorporated? 
 What barriers were encountered in development? 
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 What improvements remained to be made to the final product? 
 


b) From August 2014 to April 2015, offer the ELE training program to 30 participants, from 
a statewide cohort of community college/high school faculty and staff. 
 To what extent was the timeline met for program implementation? 
 To what extent was the enrollment objective of 30 participants met? 
 What problems were encountered in implementing the training? 
 What “good practices” were noted for participants? 


 
c) May 2015 to June 2015, develop a train-the-trainer class and train 6 participants to 


facilitate future engaged learning programs on high school and community college 
campuses across Nebraska. 
 To what extent was the timeline met for training implementation? 
 What improvements remained to be made to the final product? 
 To what extent was the enrollment objective of 6 participants/teams met? 
 What problems were encountered in implementing the training? 


 
d) From July 2015 to December 2015, complete an evaluation of the training and post the 


final curriculum materials for use by any interested Nebraska educator. 
 To what extent was the evaluation completed within the timeline? 
 To what extent did the evaluation provide information on the effectiveness of the 


training? 
 To what extent did the evaluation provide information on the potential for 


replication or scaling of the project? 
 How were perceived barriers to implementation addressed?  
 What were the lessons learned from the project? 
 To what extent were curriculum products readied for dissemination? 
 To what extent did community colleges and secondary schools take advantage of 


project support to replicate the project? 
 


2. Develop a library of resources for instructors at all levels and in a wide variety of 
fields/subjects.  


 To what extent was a collaborative repository of ELE resources developed? 
 To what extent was a quarterly collaborative ELE newsletter implemented? 
 Were all materials posted to a public website for free access to Nebraska educators? 


 
DISSEMINATION OF KNOWLEDGE:  
1. How the model is replicable and/or sustainable.  The entire curriculum, including lecture 


videos, handouts, participant workbook, discussion questions, facilitator materials, and 
resource guides will be publically posted (e.g. on the PFI website) for free access by all 
Nebraska educators. A train-the-trainer class will provide for a group of facilitators across 
Nebraska who are familiar with the ELE course materials and can effectively assist future 
teams of educators as they implement more engaging classrooms. During the dissemination 
phase and after the project ends, the project director will consult with constituents 
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interested in replicating the leadership training for their institutions, within the constraints 
of her available time.  With the leadership training package already developed, ongoing use 
should be sustainable at minimal cost (cost of instructor) and potentially absorbed by 
internal professional development program coordinators. 


 
2. How responsible parties will report results.  


a. Share with local administrators – During the last quarter of the project, the project 
director will provide a summary report to participating community college/high 
school administrators for dissemination to appropriate personnel within the 
institution.  When the project is complete, e-mail and/or standard mail messages 
will be sent to other high school superintendents to alert them to the project 
outcomes and the availability of the engaged learning training curriculum and 
models posted on the PFI website. 


b. Executive summary for publication in the PFI newsletter and/or state/national 
education association publications. 


c. Nebraska Career Education Conference and other conferences – The Project 
Coordinator will present the initial project outcomes, evaluation results, and 
curriculum products at the annual Nebraska Career Education Conference in June. 


d. Report to the PFI Leadership Council – The Project Coordinator will present the final 
project outcomes, evaluation, and curriculum products to the PFI Leadership Council 
when their schedule allows. 


e. A quarterly electronic ELE newsletter will be sent to all participants, and made 
available to all Nebraska educators and other interested parties. 


 
BUDGET PLAN  
Budget Narrative: See attached table 
                                                           
1
 2012 EDUCAUSE Center for Applied Research (ECAR) Study of 10,000 Undergraduate Students 


2
  (Makice, K. (April 2012). Flipping the Classroom Requires More Than Video. Retrieved from 


http://www.wired.com/geekdad/2012/04/flipping-the-classroom/). 
3
 (Campus 2.0, 14 MARCH 2013 | VOL 495 | NATURE | 161, © 2013 Macmillan Publishers 


Limited. All rights reserved, BY M. MITCHELL WALDROP) 
4
 Johnson, David W., Roger T. Johnson, and Karl A. Smith, “Cooperative Learning Returns to 


College: What Evidence is There That It Works?” Change, July/August, 1998, pp. 27-35 
5
  (Technology in Education, White Paper © 2009 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights 


reserved. Printed in the USA. 03/09) 
6
 (Clyde Freeman Herreid and Nancy A Schiller, “Case Studies and the Flipped Classroom,” 


Journal of College Science Teaching, Vol. 42, No. 5, 2013) 
7
  (The Flipped Class in Sweden, Jon Bergmann, Turning Learning on its Head Blog 


http://jonbergmann.com/flipped-class-sweden/, October 10, 2013) 
8
 Herman Miller case study, Estrella Mountain Community College, 2006, 


www.HermanMiller.com---Estrella Mountain Community College, Office of Planning and 
Institutional Effectiveness, “Summer 2005 Student Focus Group & Survey on Classroom 
Design,” July 19, 2005 



http://www.wired.com/geekdad/2012/04/flipping-the-classroom/

http://jonbergmann.com/flipped-class-sweden/
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9
 Overview of 2011 Community College Student Survey of Engagement, SCC, p.9 


10
 The 2011 CCSSE Cohort is composed of a total of 443,818 students at 699 institutions across 


48 states and the District of Columbia, five Canadian provinces (Alberta, British Columbia, Nova 
Scotia, Ontario, and Quebec) as well as Bermuda, and Northern Marianas. Overview of 2011 
Community College Student Survey of Engagement, Southeast Community College, p 1 
11


 (www.taylorprograms.com) 
12


 (Richard R. Hake) Department of Physics, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405 Am. 
J. Phys., Vol. 66, No. 1, January 1998 pp64-74 


http://web.mit.edu/rsi/www/2005/misc/minipaper/papers/Hake.pdf) 
13


 (National Training Laboratories Institute for Applied Behavioral Sciences, “The Learning 
Triangle: Retention Rates from Different Ways of Learning,” Bethel, Maine, 2005). 
14


 (http://www.hermanmiller.com/research/solution-essays/rethinking-the-classroom.html) 
15


 (“Teaching that Sticks,” Chip Heath and Dan Heath, www.heathbrothers.com, 2010) 
16


 Shulman, L. S.  (2002). “Making differences: A table of learning.” Change 34.6: 36-44 
16Johnson, David W., Roger T. Johnson, and Karl A. Smith, “Cooperative Learning Returns to 
College: What Evidence is There That It Works?” Change, July/August, 1998, pp. 27-35 
17


 http://flippedlearning1.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/classroomwindowinfographic7-12.pdf 
18


 (Laurie A. Schreiner and Michelle C. Louis, The Engaged Learning Index: Implications for 
Faculty Development, Azusa Pacific University, 2006) 



http://www.taylorprograms.com/

http://web.mit.edu/rsi/www/2005/misc/minipaper/papers/Hake.pdf

http://www.hermanmiller.com/research/solution-essays/rethinking-the-classroom.html

http://www.heathbrothers.com/

http://flippedlearning1.files.wordpress.com/2012/07/classroomwindowinfographic7-12.pdf





Item Justification  Personnel  Supplies  Travel  Contractual  In-Kind  Total 


Training developer/trainer/project coordinator
25 hr/wk x 75 weeks x $22.50/hr 


($42,188) plus FICA ($3,227)
     45,415.00 45,415.00       


Project supervision 5% of C. Pasco, J. Sand 15,467.00     15,467.00       


Videographer/video editor for professionally finished 


learning modules and promotional videos
100 hrs x $25/hr        2,500.00 2,500.00         


Course workbooks (printing, 3-ring binders) 30 participants x $20 600.00          600.00            


Misc. supplies flip charts, markers, certificates, etc 100.00          100.00            


Surface II Pro with keyboard, cover Tablet for instructor 450.00          450.00            


Articulate Storyline or Studio software $1399/per license 1,399.00       1,399.00         


Other software licenses, tools, resources Misc supplies - $750 750.00          750.00            


ELE tool kits $500 x 30 participants      15,000.00 15,000.00       


Travel for project staff
$83 lodging, $46 food for final conference 


for 3 staff members
387.00          387.00            


Mileage for project staff $.56/mile x 268 miles x 3 staff 450.24          450.24            


Participant mileage to face-to-face sessions
$.56/mile x 300 miles average x 25 


participants for 2 sessions
4,200.00       4,200.00       8,400.00         


Participant mileage for buddy meetings
$.56/mile x 350 miles average x 30 


participants
5,880.00       5,880.00         


Participant travel to face-to-face sessions
$83 lodging, $46 food for face-to-face  25 


participants for 2 sessions
1,000.00       5,450.00       6,450.00         


Stipend for secondary teachers for F2F sessions $100/day x 10 participants x 2 days        2,000.00 2,000.00         


Reference books $15/participant x 30 people            450.00 450.00            


Food, supplies for 2 full-day sessions (participants, 


speakers, project staff)
$15/partic. X 35 x 2 sessions        1,050.00 1,050.00         


Postage & shipping
For communication with participants and 


dissemination = $200
           200.00 200.00            


Two 5-minute promotional videos 40 hours x $25/hr        1,000.00 1,000.00         


Train-the-trainer course materials 12 individuals/6 teams x $20 240.00          240.00            


Train participants via GoToTraining License for training webinars 2,700.00       2,700.00         


Survey participants, students, and administrators Survey Monkey License 220.00          220.00            


Create collaborative website for repository of resources
Initiation and setup of ELE website 15 


hours @ $100/hr = $1,500
       1,500.00 1,500.00         


column totals 45,415.00    20,239.00    6,037.24       7,000.00       33,917.00    112,608.24    


total request 78,691.24       


Objective A: Plan and implement a statewide training on engaged learning techniques/strategies, with a focus on how to effectively implement ELE at a campus or school


Activity 1:  Develop engaged learning course curriculum and  materials (workbook, handouts, videos, and tools)


Activity 2:  Offer ELE training to 30 participants from NE community colleges


Activity 3:  Create train-the-trainer class, and train ELE facilitators on each campus


Activity 4:  Complete evaluation of the training and post final curriculum materials


Objective B: Develop an online resource center for instructors
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Project Title:  Foundations Education Articulation  
 
Timeline:  July 1, 2014 – December 31, 2015 
 
Amount of Funds Requested:   $48,000 
 
Contact Name(s): Dr. Deb Brennan, Executive Vice President 
 
Contact(s) Information:  


 Central Community College, on behalf of the six Nebraska community colleges and two tribal colleges 


 3134 West Hwy 34, PO Box 4903, Grand Island, NE  68802 


 dbrennan@cccneb.edu 


 308-398-7305 
 
Abstract of Proposal:   


The overall goal of the project is to improve developmental education preparedness at Nebraska 
community and tribal colleges by evaluating and adopting best practices in assessment for placement 
and student success strategies.  This will be achieved by addressing three key areas.  The first will focus 
on improving student preparedness for college reading, writing, and math through specialized 
curriculum and instruction partnerships.  The second key area will focus on gaining a better 
understanding of national standards and best practices for assessment and placement into the varying 
levels of developmental education to better inform decisions in this area for the partner colleges.  And 
finally, a third key area will be to improve student success strategies specifically for students enrolled 
in developmental education by providing professional development to 12 developmental education 
faculty members from the partner institutions (at least one from each college) and 24 high school 
faculty.  


 
Vision and Purpose:  


1. Describe the connection(s) to the PFI Areas of Focus and Purpose Statement (Appendix A): 
This project will address several of the PFI Areas of Focus and Purpose Statement, such as:  


 Create statewide articulation agreements and enhance curriculum alignment;  


 Identify policy issues that provide barriers for successful student transition; and  


 Working to overcome those barriers; and Plan and coordinate professional development.   
 


2. Explain why this activity or product is innovative:  This project will gather curriculum ideation used in 
previous successful grant projects, such as, Academic Skill Builder, Project Shine, and SPIRIT to expedite 
the creation of contextualized lessons, projects, and/or assessments.  Additionally, this project would 
tailor interventions modules to each student based on what the assessment indicates.  For instance if 
results indicate that Student “A” needs only a refresher in a particular skill area rather than a full 
semester review, the student would be allowed to participate in the intervention module and then 
reassessed for progress.  A quicker turn-around time keeps the student engaged and less likely to give 
up if a prolonged graduation time is the outcome.  By using the best practices of previous grants and by 
providing the flexibility of how to prepare high school students for college reading, writing, and math, 
each partner college is achieving the same outcome.   
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3. Describe the overall outcomes: It is anticipated that the overall outcome will be an increase in 
preparedness for high school students in the areas of college reading, writing, and math which will 
result from assessment review and proper intervention tactics for each individual student; 
contextualized lessons created from previous successful grant strategies; and professional 
development for developmental education and high school faculty on identifying and prescribing the 
appropriate plan for student success in these areas. 


 
Needs Statement:  


 Provide the data which supports the purpose of the proposal:  The need for remediation is widespread.  
More than 50 percent of students entering two-year colleges are placed in remedial education and 
nearly 4 in 10 (40%) of remedial students in community colleges never complete their remedial 
courses1. Furthermore, 30 percent of those who do complete their remedial courses do not attempt a 
gateway course within two years2.   And sadly, students who start in remediation are less likely to 
graduate than those who do not, with only 9.5% of remedial students graduating from community 
college within three years compared to 13.9% for those who do not take remedial courses.3   
 


 Communicate the need related to the data:  Clearly much work needs to be done to improve 
developmental education completion and persistence rates which will, in turn, improve overall 
graduation rates.  However, college remediation often comes at the greatest cost to the students 
themselves.  Students who enroll in remedial classes are far more likely to drop out than those who do 
not.  It also has a significant financial impact on students, with the cost of remediation per student 
estimated between $1,607 and $2,0084 


 


 Identify the stakeholders who will be impacted by the activity and how they will be served:   
Twelve (12) developmental education college faculty (at least one from each partner college) and 
Twenty-four (24) high school faculty will be directly impacted through participation in professional 
development.  These faculty members will improve their knowledge and awareness of success 
strategies specifically for developmental education students.  All developmental education students at 
the partner high schools will be impacted through better curriculum which is specialized to their needs, 
skilled teachers and instructors who recognize the importance in strengthening the developmental 
core education at the high school level, and proven teaching methods adopted from schools across the 
nation, leading to more students completing their recommended or required courses and continuing to 
college-level, CTE focused, work. 


                                                           
1
 Complete College America, Remediation: Higher Education’s Bridge to Nowhere (Washington D.C.; Complete College America, Fall 


2011). 
2
 Jenkins, D., Jaggars, S.S., & Roksa, J. (November 2009). Promoting Gatekeeper Course Success Among Community College Students 


Needing Remediation: Findings and Recommendations from a Virginia Study (Summary Report). Community College Research 
Center, Teachers College, Columbia University, pp. 2-3. 
3
 Complete College America, Remediation: Higher Education’s Bridge to Nowhere (Washington D.C.; Complete College America, Fall 


2011). 
4
 Strong American Schools, Diploma to Nowhere (Washington D.C.: Strong American Schools, 2008). 
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Goals and Objectives:  The goals should be directly related to the PFI Areas of Focus and Purpose Statement; 
the objectives should be related to the activities and outcomes as a result of the activity or product.  
 


 Goal:  Increase developmental education completion rates at Nebraska community and tribal colleges 
by adopting best practices in curriculum, instruction, and assessment for placement and student 
success strategies.  


o Objective 1:  Improve student preparedness for college reading, writing, and math. 
 Activity 1: Develop curriculum and instruction partnerships with high schools and 


conduct continuing education workshops focusing on improving student success in 
college, writing, reading, and math. 


 Activity 2: Create contextualized lessons, projects, and/or assessments that address 
college foundations education objectives within 11th – 12th grade high school Career 
Pathways. 


 Activity 3: Build or find appropriate focused intervention modules that augment 
students’ academic foundation skills in writing, reading, and math. 


o Objective 2:  Study and evaluate national standards and best practices relating to assessment 
for placement into developmental education courses to improve student placement and 
therefore student success. 


 Activity 1:  Hire a consultant to conduct a validation study of local benchmarks, taking 
institutional and student characteristics into account, to evaluate college course 
placement scores. 


 Activity 2:  Conduct a statewide study of postsecondary assessment and placement 
practices in order to best utilize diagnostic information provided by the Compass. 


 
Impact on Career and Technical Education: Communicate how CTE will be impacted as a result of the activity 
or product.   


1. Communicate the impact of the activity on student learning and/or professional growth 
2. Describe how the project/activity is relevant to the Nebraska Career Field Model, Economic and/or 


Workforce Development 
Gatekeeper courses, those at the first level of college credit, are often a required component of CTE 
degree programs; however many students never complete a gatekeeper course, having started and ended 
their college education in remediation.  By improving or developing developmental education curriculum, 
education objectives, and intervention modules, more students will be academically prepared to continue 
in their CTE or academic degree program. 
 


Statewide Impact: Communicate how the activity will impact or be made available to the entire state  
1. Outline how the activity will reach secondary and/or postsecondary consortia members 


The Foundations Education Articulation project is a collaborative project among the six Nebraska 
community colleges and two tribal colleges, all of which have been involved in the development of this 
proposal.  Representatives from each college will work with their school districts to recruit participants 
and promote the project. 


 
2. Identify which of the Nebraska Career Clusters or Fields are addressed/identified 


All Career Clusters and Fields will be impacted by this project.  Foundations education is the base upon 
which all courses in secondary and postsecondary are based off of and the critical component for 
individuals to be able to find a job or develop a career.    
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3. Describe the collaboration with external stakeholders/partners such as:  Business, community, state or 
private colleges/universities, Nebraska Department of Education, professional career education 
association groups, etc. 
This project builds off the successes and partnerships from the previous year’s PFI grant, 
Developmental Education Articulation and Completion.   
 


4. Address the proposed delivery method:  statewide, regional meetings, face-to-face, distance education 
online, conference, etc. 
Secondary and postsecondary participants will utilize face-to-face interaction, distance learning IP 
systems, and teleconferencing during this project. 


 
Evaluation:  Describe the project evaluation plan as it relates to the goals and objectives  


The project will be evaluated based on the outcomes achieved.   


 Objective 1 will be evaluated based on the number of faculty who participate in the summer workshop.  
In addition, a survey tool will be used to gauge the participants increase in knowledge of student 
success strategies for students enrolled in developmental education.  


 Objective 2 will be evaluated using a survey instrument to measure the effectiveness of the 
consultant’s review on the understanding of national standards and best practices relating to 
assessment for placement into developmental education on developmental education faculty and 
college administrators.  


 
Dissemination of Knowledge:  Is the model is replicable and/or sustainable. Outline how the responsible 
parties will report-out results.  


Curriculum and instruction partnerships with high schools will be developed and continuing education 
workshops will remain focused on improving student success long after grant funding comes to an end.  
Additionally, once created, contextualized lessons, projects, and/or assessments will continue to be used 
to close the foundation education gaps.  Faculty participating in the summer workshop will report on their 
experience and share new student success strategies with other developmental education faculty at 
department meetings.  A final written report of the project activities and outcomes will be submitted to 
the PFI Leadership Council within 45 days of the project end date. 
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Budget Plan  
Budget Narrative:  


Budget Table (required)  


 Personnel: 
Stipends/ 


Presenter & 
Substitute Fees 


Supplies Travel: 
Lodging, 
Mileage, 


Meals 


Conference 
Expenses 


In-Kind 
(not 


required)  


Total 


Objective 1 Improve student preparedness for college, reading, writing, and math. 


Activity 1: Travel for two 
face-to-face meetings.  
Most will be held via IP.   


  $2,000   $2,000 


Activity 2: Off-contract 
college (12) and high school 
(24) faculty stipends to 
attend summer workshops.  
36 x $200 per day x 5 days 


$36,000     $36,000 


       


Objective 2 Study and evaluate national standards and best practices relating to 
assessment for placement into developmental education courses to improve 
student placement and therefore student success. 


Activity 1: 
Statewide validation study 


$5,000     $5,000 


Activity 2:  Consultant fee to 
develop and conduct 5 day 
summer workshop. 


$5,000     $5,000 


Project Total $46,000  $2,000   $48,000 
 





